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Introduction to the Series
Kaneko Tohta (金子兜太, b. 1919) is
among the most important literary and
cultural innovators of postwar Japan.
His career, the inception of which begins
with his first haiku published at the age
of 18, has now spanned 75 years, during
which time he has pioneered major
postwar modern-haiku movements, and
become a leading literary and cultural
figure as critic, teacher, scholar, and
poet. Kaneko is familiar nationwide
through his participation over the
years in a variety of NHK television
programs, and recently was the subject
of a documentary film (Ikimono, 2009).
Among some 15 major awards, he has
received The Medal of Honor, Purple
Ribbon (1988), The Order of Rising Sun,
4th Class (1995), and Person of Cultural
Merit, Japan (2008). These prestigious
national awards give some indication of
his cultural impact and commendation.
5

Kaneko has published 15 collections of
haiku. His Complete Collected Writings, in
four volumes (some 2,000 pages), was
published in 2002.
Kaneko Tohta is virtually unknown
outside of Japan due to a lack of translated works. Of those translated haiku
to be found, few give an indication of the
philosophic or critical basis informing
his thought. Lacking such information,
the bare poems out of context only hint
at Kaneko’s achievement. The intention
of this “Kaneko series” has been to first
provide scholarly underpinnings to the
haiku presentation. Our approach has
dictated that the first two volumes
offer, within a pocket book format,
a well-founded cultural, historical,
aesthetic, and biographic foundation
for the selected haiku.
Two of the main factors propelling
these texts into print concern intercultural relevance and timeliness. Kaneko
is relevant not only as a haiku poet of
Japan, but as a philosopher-poet of
6

international stature, whose works and
thought place him in rarified company.
His vision is eye-opening, accessible,
and refreshingly direct. You won’t find
an ivory tower academic or ideologue
here; instead, the raw power of a boxer,
who can flatten you with a sentence,
an idea. This was an image that came
to mind during the two-hour interview
presented in The Future of Haiku (the
second volume in this series). The
power of his speech, acuity of insight,
and relentless, searching energy are
invigorating and provocative in the
best sense.
Our Kon Nichi Translation Group
began publishing its series of volumes
on Kaneko Tohta in 2011, with
Ikimonofūei: Poetic Composition on Living
Things, which presented a lecture
given by Kaneko to the Modern Haiku
Association of Japan in late 2009,
accompanied by contextual research
(explanatory endnotes and essays). This
fourth volume concludes the “selected
7

haiku” presentation began in Volume
Three (Kaneko Tohta, Selected Haiku with
Essays and Commentary: Part 1, 1937-1960),
adding some 100 haiku, with notes, an
annotated chronology and encyclopedic
glossary of philosophic and aesthetic
terms relevant to an understanding
of Kaneko, along with historical and
socio-political entries. Some 230 haiku
are included in these two volumes,
which span Kaneko’s publishing career.
The selected haiku and notes presented
have evolved over a period of three
years. The haiku are drawn mainly
from Kaneko’s own “best of ” selections
(“best 100,” “best 500,” and so on), and
also from “Kaneko best-of ” selections
published by notable critics. The poems
are placed in rough chronological order
based on the year of composition,
where known.
Some readers may be surprised
at the variety of techniques applied
in the English translations, so a brief
explanation of the translation approach
8

seems warranted. The translation process, from Japanese into a rough-draft
English outline, occurred with much
iteration, and was largely in the hands
of Japanese colleagues; from this point
in the process all of us in the translation
group devoted many hours to research
and discussion on various fronts. I am
mostly responsible (at fault if you like)
for the final polished form of the haiku,
including lineation, word choice, and
punctuation.
The approach to the final form in
English has some basis in the history of
short-form poetics (including Imagism,
Objectivism, Language poetry, etc.).
Haiku style since the 1950s in North
America, and more pertinently, the
conceptual movement of “21st century
haiku,” an expansion of haiku principles,
has been gaining momentum over
the last decade. As an instigator, I am
biased towards these new approaches
to haiku form and presentation, and
feel this is an auspicious moment in
9

English-language haiku history, in that
a gendai haiku poet of Japan may now
be received through a newly “gendai”
(modern, contemporary) ethos, in
North America.
I have argued that the problematic
state of haiku translation has been a
direct result of reductive misunderstandings of linguistic differences between English and Japanese, combined
with a historical fixity which viewed the
Japanese haiku as a realist objectiveimage poem within the purview of a
nature poetics. This sense of nature
possesses mainly two aspects: either a
middlebrow, bourgeois view of nature
as a “birds and flowers” poetry (cf.
“Unnatural Writing” in Gary Snyder’s A
Place in Space), or an “objective” poem
refulgent with universalist concepts
of enlightenment, Zen Buddhism in
particular (as seen in Blyth, Aiken and
Ross). While the genre clearly addresses
spirituality and presents images of
the natural world, two essentials to
10

understanding the haiku genre in Japan
are that the tradition, viewed both
through its poetry and criticism, is
primarily literary, rather than overtly
religious/spiritual; and that, except
for a brief pre-modern period of
haiku history, haiku have never been
conceived, either by authors or readers,
as a poetics of objective realism. Our
colleague Itō comments,
As Tsubouchi Nenten has discussed,
haiku is a poetics of “’kyōdo no sōzo,’
‘shared creation’: the shared room
of haikai was originally ‘the world of
freedom and wild, creative disorder
[lit. “crime”].’ . . . This is a phrase which
originated in 1334 CE, in subversive
writing and song which challenged the
status quo. There is no discrimination
between master and disciple, between good and bad; it is the
world of freedom and wildness . . .
these lines are celebrated as a 7-5-on
verse challenging society” (Haiku Humor,
1994, pp. 159-60). A shared room, the
11

“common”: place, party, group, band,
community; a constellation of persons.
“The renga and haikai party often was
held in village communities and was
a part of village life” (ibid). Subjective
discourse and conversation, including
greetings and humor, is based on a shared
“something.” The “something” that
is shared is very important. Even
kigo (season words) are based on
shared feeling, shared emotion,
shared embodied experience, rather
than being primarily realistic signifiers
of objective nature. So haiku, as a
poetics, is essentially something shared,
in order to embody interpersonal
presence (heart, kokoro) in language.

An awareness of this fundamental
orientation in the ethos of Japanese
haiku is freeing, as the haiku cosmos is
not inherently bound by a set of genredefining conceptual rules. Linguistically, haiku historically have followed
a normative 5-7-5-on meter, yet from
ancient times on there have been
12

numerous departures from the norm.
Beginning in the 20th century, the sense
of meter expanded to jiyūritsu stylism:
free-rhythm concepts. In our “Notes”
section, the meter (sound-syllable
groupings within the metrical template
of haiku) is shown for each poem; most
of Kaneko’s haiku experiment with
haiku metrics, and often incorporate
rhythmic disjunction — discerned
through the spoken language, in the
play of words, vowels and consonants,
rather than the sound-syllable count.
A more lengthy treatment of linguistic
differences between Japanese and
English haiku form can be found in
From 5-7-5 to 8-8-8: Haiku Metrics and
Issues of Emulation (Gilbert & Yoneoka,
2000, at “research.gendaihaiku.com”).
While there are any number of
conceptual and stylistic differences evident in cross-cultural comparisons of the
genre, two recent publications, Haiku 21
(Gurga & Metz, Modern Haiku Press,
2011), and the Roadrunner Haiku Journal
13

(“roadrunnerjournal.net”), present creative experiments which bridge these
differences in uniquely creative ways,
and reveal, through both poems and
criticism, outstanding features of
the genre. Additionally, a substantial
organization, The Haiku Foundation
(“thehaikufoundation.org”), is providing
a sense of haiku history, community and
educative context to a wider audience.
This celebration of the new in English
haiku has allowed the translators
a greater freedom of expression
concerning haiku form and style. It is
our hope that via translation one of the
major literary figures of postwar Japan
can speak not only as a poet visiting
from a distant land, but as a member
of a confederation, a learned equal
if not mentor within the extended
international community.
A note on naming conventions:
we have followed the Japanese style
14

of family name first, except where an
individual has made clear a different
preference. In the case of Kaneko
Tohta, his family name is Kaneko;
“Tohta” would conventionally be
transcribed “Tōta,” however “Tohta” is
his established style (and the appellation
he chooses to use in English), so is
preferred here. We wish to acknowledge
the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science, and the Japan Ministry of
Education for supporting this research,
and gratefully acknowledge Kaneko
Tohta and the Gendaihaiku Journal for
their permission to publish selected
materials in translation. We hope you
are as touched and inspired by this
work as we have been.
Richard Gilbert
Kumamoto University
March 31, 2012
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Selected Haiku

1. Toward Settled Wandering,
1961 – 1973
2. A “Settled Wanderer” of the Earth:
Layers of History, 1974 – 1982
3. The Blessed; A Noted Poet Seeks
Ancient Blessing Songs, 1983 – 1993
4. A Poet of Ikimonofūei,
1994 – 2012
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Section 1
Toward Settled Wandering,
1961 – 1973
Major activities and events
1961: Splitting of the Modern Haiku
Association (MHA); foundation of the
Association of the Haiku Poets (AHP).
1962: Kaneko establishes his own
journal group, Kaitei [Long Distance of
the Sea]. 1965: Publication of Kon’nichi
no haiku [Today’s Haiku]. 1967: Moves to
Kumagaya, Saitama Prefecture. 1972:
Advances the concept of teijū hyōhaku,
“settled wandering.” 1973: Begins using
the Keiyōji Temple (of the Rinzai School
of Zen Buddhism) as a place for writing
and contemplation. 1968: The season of
both student movements throughout
the world and the re-valuation of the
21

Chichibu Incident; Kaneko buys a
house and returns to Chichibu in order
to live in his ancestral homeland.
(“settled wandering”)
In Chichibu, Kaneko developed and
advocated the philosophy of “settled
wandering,” from 1972. As a man of
postwar Japan, he could not physically
wander (as poets such as Issa had done).
However, in the realm of spirit, he must
drift, as there is no true homeland to
rest his own spirit. “Settled wandering”
exemplifies the situation of the haiku
poets of postwar Japan, and perhaps
of the contemporary world. Kaneko
found examples of “settled wandering”
among the revolutionaries of the
Chichibu Incident — who were likewise
alienated in spirit — while forced by
necessity to physically reside in a
certain place. Kaneko’s articulation of
“settled wandering” corresponded with
his deepening study of the Chichibu
Incident (cf. “Chichibu” essay, Volume
teijū hyōhaku
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Three of this series).
Notes to this section are found on
pages 93-114.
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霧
の
kiri no mura ishi wo hōra ba fubo chiran 村
石
を
放
village of fog –
ら
tossing a stone
ば
father, mother disperse
父
母
散
ら
無
ん
神
の
旅
あ
か
mushin no tabi akatsuki
つ
misaki wo macchi de moshi
き
岬
を
マ
a godless pilgrim –
ッ
dawn burns the cape
チ
with a match
で
燃
し
25

海
流
つ
い kairyū tsui ni miene do kairyū to kurasu
に
見
ocean
え
currents
ね
finally
ど
unseen
海
流
ocean
と
   currents
–
暮
                living
ら
鹿
す
の
か
た
ち
の
shika no katachi no ryūboku
流
sora ni mizu no nagare
木
空
に
deer-shaped driftwood
水
water flows through sky
の
流
れ
26

jintai hiete tōhoku shiroi hanazakari

freezing flesh: Tohoku
the white zenith of cherry blossoms

犬
一
猫
二
わ
れ
ら
三
人
被
爆
せ
ず

人
体
冷
え
て
東
北
白
い
花
盛
り

inu ichi neko ni warera san’nin hibaku sezu

one dog two cats
we three finally
not A-bombed
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fir trees growing in mist
fir trees 100 years
into fire
sodatsu momi wa muchū ni
hyakunen no momi wa hi ni

育
つ
樅
は
霧
中
に
百
年
の
樅
は
灯
に

谷
に
鯉
も
tani ni koi momiau yoru no kanki kana
み
あ
う
valley, carp:
夜
の
pushing and jolting
歓
pleasure of the night
喜
か
な
28

夕
狩
の
野
の
水
た
ま
り
こ
そ
黒
瞳

yūgari no no no
mizutamari koso kurome
the puddle
in the field of evening hunting –
the pupil of an eye

darkness –
on Kanto Plain
a single fire

ankoku ya kantō heiya ni kaji hitotsu
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暗
黒
や
関
東
平
野
に
火
事
一
つ

骨
骨 bones
の
crows too white birch too 鮭
の of and bones
鴉
も
ダ
鮭 salmon

hone
no
sake

骨
の
鮭
ア
イ
ヌ
三
人
水
わ
た
る

karasu mo dakekanba mo
hone da

ケ
カ
ン
バ
も
骨
だ

  b o nes -o f- salmo n
three Ainu
crossing the water
hone no sake ainu san nin mizu wataru
30

hone no sake yoake no ame ni umi no niku
b o nes -o f- salmo n
rain at daybreak
meat of the lake

骨
の
鮭
骨
ア
イ
ヌ
の
母
子
に
茂
り
の
木

ainu no hahako ni
shigeri no ki

骨
の
鮭
夜
明
け
の
雨
に
湖
の
肉

hone
no
sake

bones 骨
Ainu mother and child –
of の
a flourishing tree
salmon 鮭
31

uma tōshi mo de hoto arau osanazuma

away a horse –
washing her vulva with waterweed
the child bride
く
ろ
く
な
め
ら
か
湖
の
少
女
も
夜
の
妻
も

kuroku nameraka
umi no shōjo mo yo no tsuma mo
black and smooth
a girl of the lake
and wife of night
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馬
遠
し
藻
で
陰
洗
う
幼
な
妻

ア
イ
ヌ ainu hiwa hanano kosui no mo to naru ya
秘
話
花
野
secret Ainu stories –
湖
a flowering field transmutes to
水
weeds of lake water
の
藻
と
な
る
や
あ
お
い
熊
冷
blue-bear –
え
in the chilled ocean
た
a human song
海
に
は
人
aoi kuma hieta umi ni wa hito no uta
の
唄
33

海
と
ど
ま
り

we all flow, float away

the sea tide stays
我
ら
流
れ
て
ゆ
き
し
か
な

umi todomari
warera nagarete yukishi kana

雪
の
海
底
yuki no kaitei
紅
benibana tsumori kani to naru ya
花
積
り
snowy sea floor
蟹
safflower petals stacked upon, transform と
into crabs . . .
な
る
や
34

冬
の
旅
fuyu no tabidachi shikō shikome no mado koete 立
ち
醜
男
departure in winter –
醜
over the windows of
女
ugly men ugly women
の
窓
越
え
海
て
へ
落
石
鵜
a stone falls into the sea
が
just after, a cormorant
見
sees also without sound
る
と
き
は
音 umi e rakuseki u ga miru toki wa oto mo naku
も
な
く
35

ane itsuka u no tori haramu umibe no ie

my sister some day
pregnant by a cormorant –
a seaside house

姉
い
つ
か
鵜
の
鳥
孕
む
海
辺
の
家

酔
後
雪
の
河
suigo yuki no kawa ariki aoku nigoreru kawa
あ
り
き
青
after drunkenness
く
a river of snow
濁
green muddy river
れ
る
河
36

蝉
の
山
や
が
て
透
明
な
穢
の
は
じ
ま
り

semi no yama yagate tōmei na e no hajimari

heaped cicadas –
gradually, transparent impurity
to begin to be

37
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Section 2
A “Settled Wanderer” of the Earth:
Layers of History, 1974 – 1982
Major activities and events
1974: Leaves the Bank of Japan and
becomes a Professor at Jōbu University;
begins intensive studies on Issa,
Santōka and the Chichibu Incident;
publishes his haiku collection, Early
Spring, Visiting a Grave [Sōshun-tenbo].
1975: Publishes his collected essays, The
Haiku Boy’s Crazy Tales [Haido guwa].
1977: Publishes his essay collection, An
Article on the Common People [Aru shomin
kō]. 1978: Wins the Saitama Culture
Prize. 1980: Visits China as a member
of the Haiku Poet China-Visit Group
39

(the initial visit of the group); publishes
the book, Kobayashi Issa. 1981: Publishes
his haiku collection, The Nomadic Collection [Yūbokushū]. 1982: Publishes his
haiku collection, The Wild Boar and
Sheep [Choyō-shū].
Notes to this section are found on
pages 115-124.
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evening of the day
leaving heaven
a fox
hi no yūbe tenkū wo saru ikko kana

霧
に
白
鳥

fog to swans
			
白
鳥
に
霧
と
い
う
べ
き
か

日
の
夕
べ
天
空
を
去
る
一
狐
か
な

swans to fog should I say

kiri ni hakuchō
hakuchō ni kiri to iu beki ka

41

shizuku no yō ni
awa no yō ni toritachi no yoake
as if drops
as if bubbles
daybreak of birds

し
ず
く
の
よ
う
に
泡
の
よ
う
に
鳥
た
ち
の
夜
明
け

山
湖
に
on a mountain lake
浮
く
dauntless
侠
         a swan glides –
気
season
の
of falling leaves
白
鳥
落
sanko ni uku otokogi no hakuchō rakuyōki
葉
期
42

呪
わ
れ
norowarete ari shōjo no kao e chō ya hachi ya
て
あ
り
少
a curse: upon
女
a girl’s face: butterflies
の
bees and . . .
顔
へ
蝶
や
太
蜂
平
や
洋
抱
卵
の
taiheiyō hōran no gotoshi nagisa no shōjo-ra wa
ご
と
し
渚
pacific ocean
の
as if brooding eggs
少
女
girls on the shore
ら
は
43

sea currents remains of the day
残照の海流まざまざと生きて遠し

大
頭
の
黒
蟻
西
行
の
野
糞

huge-headed black ants
Saigyō’s shits in the field

ōatama no kuroari saigyō no noguso

44

having lived a graphic life, and far away
zanshō no kairyū mazamaza to iki te tōshi

hito sashi te ashinaga kaeru kōryō e
after stabbing a man
a long-legged hornet
returns to the desolation
45

人
刺
し
て
足
長
蜂
帰
る
荒
涼
へ

揺
れ
や
ま
ぬ
夜
行
列
車
に
紺
碧
の
老
師

yure yamanu yakōressha ni konpeki no rōshi

endless shakes
of a night train –
a rōshi in azure

haikyo to iu akichi ni dere ba minna yasuragu
getting
the blank space named a ruin:
everyone relieved

46

廃
墟
と
い
う
空
き
地
に
出
れ
ば
み
ん
な
和
ら
ぐ

hoshi ga ochinai ochinai to omō aki no yado

stars don’t fall
don’t fall
thinking
さ
す
ら
え
ば

an inn
    of autumn

wandering
			
冬

星
が
お
ち
な
い
お
ち
な
い
と
思
う
秋
の
宿

の
城 a winter castle fades into transparency and
透
明
に
な sasurae ba fuyu no shiro tōmei ni nariyuku mo
り
ゆ
く
も
47

青
blue sharks

鮫

ume bloom
blue sharks show up
everywhere in the garden
ume sai te niwajū ni aozame ga kite iru

48

梅
咲
い
て
庭
中
に
青
鮫
が
来
て
い
る

kiri no mushō aozame no seikon ga sasaru
misty dream bed
a blue shark’s spirit
pierces

青
鮫
が
ひ
る
が
え
る
腹
見
せ
る
生
家

霧
の
夢
寐
青
鮫
の
精
魂
が
刺
さ
る

aozame ga hirugaeru hara miseru seika
a blue shark flips over
shows its belly:
home of my birth

49

先
ず
会
mazu au mangetsu kōbō no pekin e
う
満
月
first meeting the full moon
広
茫
toward a Beijing of vast desolation の
北
京
へ

夏
の
訪
れ
蘇
州
summer arrives –
ぞ
in Suzhou the wind blows
う
blows riotous
ぞ
う
と
natsu no otozure soshū zō zō to kazezai
風
騒
50

hanazakuro no hana no tenshō keizanji

pomegranate flower
the flowering bronze bell –
Huishan Temple

旅
を
来
て
魯
迅
墓
に
泰
山
木
数
華

journeying
to Lu Xun’s grave
a few southern magnolia
tabi wo kite rojin-bo ni taizanboku sūge
51

花
石
榴
の
花
の
点
鐘
恵
山
寺

万
里
を
ゆ
く
夏
の
白
花
手
に
挿
頭
し

banri wo yuku
natsu no shirobana te ni kazashi

on the Great Wall
a white flower of summer
held in the hand

like a beast’s warmth
yellow muddy early summer
Chang River
kemono no gotoki
nukusa kōdaku no shoka chōkō
52

け
も
の
の
ご
と
き
温
さ
黄
濁
の
初
夏
長
江

breathing
is
to
autumn
as

inhale
cicadas

such

呼
吸
と
は
こ
ん
な
に
蜩
を
吸
う
こ
と
で
す

kokyū to wa kon’nani higurashi wo sū koto desu

53

猪
が
来
て
空
気
を
食
べ
る
春
の
峠

shishi ga kite kūki wo taberu haru no tōge

a wild boar
comes and eats air
spring mountain path

54

Section 3
The Blessed: A Noted Poet Seeks
Ancient Blessing Songs, 1983 – 1993
Major activities and events
1983: Becomes President of the Gendaihaiku Kyōkai (Modern Haiku Association); becomes a judge of the
Kadokawa Haiku Award; publishes
The Collected Haiku of Issa [Issa kushū],
and The Drifting Three: Issa, Hōsai and
Santōka [Hyōhaku San’nin: Issa Hōsai
Santōka]. 1985: Publication of My Postwar Haiku History, and Book of Songs,
Odes of Countries. 1986: Becomes Judge
of the Asahi Shimbun Haiku Corner;
publishes his haiku collection, Minano.
1988: Wins The Order of the Purple
55

Ribbon. 1992: Becomes Executive Secretary of the Japan-China Cultural
Exchange Association Society.
Notes to this section are found on
pages 125-138.
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麒
麟
kirin no ashi no gotoki megumi yo natsu no hito の
脚
の
ご
と
き
as legs of a qilin
恵
as graceful; woman
み
of summer
よ
夏
の
人
抱
け
ば
熟 idakeba ure ite yō yō no momo kata ni subaru
れ
い
て
夭
and when embraced
夭
ripened on a juicy girl’s
の
peach neck: Pleiades
桃
肩
に
昂
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お
び
obitadashî inago no hane da kotohogu yo た
だ
し
い
蝗
uncountable locust wings
の
it’s a blessing, man
羽
だ
寿
ぐ
よ
人
さ
す
ら
い

a man wanders     pigeons sleep in a magpie’s nest
鵲
の
巣
に
鳩
ら
眠
る

hito sasurai
kasasagi no su ni hato ra nemuru
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霧
に
い
る
狐
の
青
さ
散
華
と
や

within mist
the blueness of a fox
falling petals death in war

kiri ni iru kitsune no aosa sange to ya

人
間
ningen ni kitsune butsukaru haru no tani に
狐
ぶ
つ
か
against a man
る
a fox crashes –
春
the valley in spring
の
谷
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魚
臭
し
fish smell soaks into the wall
み
		      between my legs –
る
壁
      first winter rain
や
股
間
や gyoshū shimiru kabe ya kokan ya hatsushigure
初
時
雨

朝
寝
し
asane shite shiranami no yume hitori tabi て
白
波
の
a nap in the morning
夢
a dream of white waves
ひ
と
   traveling alone
り
旅
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東
に
higashi ni kakumo tōtetsu no tsuki tagayasu oto
か
く
in
も
the
透
east
徹
の
clear
月
sharp
耕
moon
す
音
tilling

sounds

朝
の
馬
つ
い
に
that morning horse
影
finally a silhouette:
絵
departure
と
な
る
旅 asa no uma tsui ni kage-e to naru tabidachi
立
ち
61

流
る
る
nagaruru wa subete hana nari tada nemure
は
す
べ
flowing is flowers all –
て
only to
華
rest in peace
な
り
た
だ
眠
れ
と
ど
ま
る
は
漂
う
to remain is to drift, as if –
ご
a narrow path of wild berries
と
し
木
苺 todomaru wa tadayō gotoshi ki-ichigo no michi
の
径
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夏
燕
波
爛
の
生
と
い
う
べ
き
死

natsu tsubame haran no sei to iu beki shi
a summer swallow –
as a checkered life
his death

夏
燕
谷
ゆ
natsu tsubame tani yukeri kioku chiri yukeri け
り
記
憶
a summer swallow
散
flies through the valley –
り
memories scatter
ゆ
け
り
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夏
の
山 natsu no yamaguni haha ite ware wo yota to iu
国
母
い
て
わ
summer mountain country
れ
mother calls me a
を
‘good-for-nothing’
与
太
と
れ
言
ん
う
ぎ
ょ
う
に
on forsythia
巨
a gigantic whale
鯨
shadows nights and days
の
影
の
月
rengyō ni kyogei no kage no tsukihi kana 日
か
な
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shinzō ni mugi no aosa ga jojo ni jojo ni

toward my heart
the greenness of barley
gradually, gradually

斑
雪
嶺
の
紅
顔
と
あ
り
飛
騨
の
国

心
臓
に
麦
の
青
さ
が
徐
徐
に
徐
徐
に

on a snow-spotted ridge
a face, rosy-cheeked –
the
country
of
         Hida
hadare mine no kōgan to ari hida no kuni
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冬
眠
only a
の
		 pit viper’s
蝮
hibernation
の
without
ほ
		        another’s
か
		   sleepは
		
breath
寝
息
tōmin no mamushi no hoka wa neiki nashi な
し
日
本
中
央
と hinomoto no manaka to ari ōtemari kodemari
あ
り
“the center of Japan”
大
the stone reads –
手
鞠
large snowball flowers
小
small
snowball flowers
手
鞠
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酒
止
め
sake yameyō ka dono hon’nō to asobō ka
よ
う
か
ど
shall I quit drinking sake?
の
what instinct
本
shall I next play with?
能
と
遊
ぼ
ぎ
う
ら
か
ぎ
ら
の
朝
glittering morning sun
日
lights a child –
子
nature as such
照
ら
す
giragira no asahi ko terasu shizen kana 自
然
か
な
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長
生
き nagaiki no oboro no naka no medama kana
の
朧
の
in long-lived
な
か
vague mist
の
eyeballs . . .
眼
た
玉
っ
か
ぷ
な
り
と
鳴
tappuri to naku yatsu mo iru yū higurashi く
や
つ
も
い
る

copious songs a guy also      dusk autumn cicada
夕
ひ
ぐ
ら
し
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隠
岐
oki ya ima shi no chokujō no fuyu no rai や
い
ま
師
Oki Isles – just now
の
my haiku mentor’s impulsive 直
情
winter thunderbolt
の
冬
の
雷
師
の
孫
の
how youthful my master’s grandson –
若
filled with camellia
し
Oki Islands . . .
よ
山
茶
花
の shi no mago no wakashi yo sazanka no oki ni
隠
岐
に
69

matsu karete shigurete ware o utsu dotō

a pine tree withers
winter rain, on and on
violent waves smite me
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松
枯
れ
て
時
雨
れ
て
わ
れ
を
打
つ
怒
涛

Section 4
A Poet of Ikimonofūei
1994 – 2012
Major activities and events
1994: Receives the Order of the Rising
Sun, Purple Ribbon. 1996: Receives the
Prize of the Museum of Contemporary
Japanese Poetry, Tanka and Haiku.
2001: Publication of A Small Book of the
Eastern Country [Tōgokushō]. 2002: Wins
the Dakotsu Prize. 2005: Receives
membership to the Japan Art Academy.
2009: Publication of Daily Life [Nichijō],
and the advocating of Ikimonofūei.
2010: Wins the Mainichi Art Award,
and the Kikuchi Kan Prize. 2011: Year
71

of the Tōhoku earthquake, tsunami,
and Fukushima Daiichi nuclear powerplant accident.
Notes to this section are found on
pages 139-149.
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よ
く
yoku nemuru yume no kareno ga aomu made 眠
る
夢
の
sleeping well
枯
野
until the dream’s withered moor
が
goes green
青
む
ま
で

ancient plum tree
老
flowers in
梅
の
white
白
cloudy
咲
white
き
白
remaining snow
濁
の rōbai no shirozaki hakudaku no zansetsu
残
雪
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jitsuni yoku naku akanbō sakura gobu

a baby cries and cries
cherry blossoms in half bloom

鳥
渡
り
月
渡
る
谷
人
老
い
た
り

じ
つ
に
よ
く
泣
く
赤
ん
坊
さ
く
ら
五
分

birds migrate
the moon transits the valley –
an aged man

tori watari tsuki wataru tani hito oitari
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雨
蛙
退
屈
で
死
ぬ
こ
と
は
な
い

a green frog –
boredom cannot kill that.

amagaeru taikutsu de shinu koto wa nai

ōkami ni hotaru ga hitotsu tsuite ita

on a wolf
a firefly
attaches . . .
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お
お
か
み
に
蛍
が
一
つ
付
い
て
い
た

菩
提
樹 bodaiju kibami somu getsumei no berurin
黄
ば
み
linden leaves begin to yellow
初
moonlight in Berlin
む
月
明
の
ベ
ル
リ
満
ン
月
の
首
都
ベ
mangetsu no shuto berurin no ai no jikan ル
リ
ン
の
the capital
愛
under the full moon, in Berlin
の
time for love
時
間
76

連
翹
rengyō wo hashiri nuke taru shishi no furue を
走
り
ぬ
running through forsythia
け
a wild boar trembles
た
る
猪
の
震
え
安
堵
は
眠
り
へ
夢
に
重
な
る
蛸
の
頭

solace into sleep –
overlapping dreams
of an octopus head
ando wa nemuri e yume
ni kasanaru tako no atama
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tsuru yo ganjō ni ningen no fun ari
hey, crane!
on a rock
human feces

鶴
よ
平
手
で
岩
を
叩
く
赤
子

鶴
よ
岩
上
に
人
間
の
糞
あ
り

hey, crane!
a baby whacks a rock
with its palm
tsuru yo hirate de iwa wo tataku akago
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鶴
よ
人
よ
り
生
臭
き
岩
石

tsuru yo hito yori namagusaki ganseki
hey, crane!
more than a man
the gamey stink of a rock

鶴
よ

hey,		
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crane!

濁
流
に
泥
土
の
温
み
冬
籠

in
a
turbid
stream
the
warmth
of
mud –
winter
seclusion

dakuryū ni deido no
nukumi fuyugomori
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長
寿
の
母
う
ん
こ

my long-lived mother delivered me as if a shit

chōju no haha unko no yōni ware o uminu
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の
よ
う
に
わ
れ
を
産
み
ぬ

危
し
秋
ayaushi shūten hōfukuron ni jisei toboshi
天
報
復
論
danger is autumn heaven –
に
the revenge policy lacks
自
self-reflection
省
乏
し

82

a crescent moon rises
the people of Islam:
lasting anger
shingetsu izu isuramu no tami nagaki ikari
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新
月
出
づ
イ
ス
ラ
ム
の
民
長
き
怒
り

い
の
ち
と
言
え
ば

inochi to ieba
wakaki ojika no fuguri tanoshi

speaking of life a young stag’s testicles pleasure
若
き
雄
鹿
の
ふ
ぐ
り
楽
し

shūchaku ya tsuki no kangan yashiki ato
attachment –
of the moon’s eunuchs
remains of their homes
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執
着
や
月
の
宦
官
屋
敷
跡

砂
嘴
に

on a sand spit a buried prostitute a buried tomb
Hokkaido lily
遊

sashi ni yūjo no haka umaru
to ya ezokanzō

女
の
墓
埋
る
と
や
蝦
夷
萱
草

今
日
ま
で
ジ
ュ
ゴ
ン
明
日
は
up to this point a manatee
虎
tomorrow a tiger fugu
ふ
am I?
ぐ
の
わ kyō made jugon asu wa torafugu no ware ka
れ
か
85

an autumn crab
within the light
   in my brain
aki no kani hikari no naka ni nō no naka ni

津
波
の
あ
と
に
老
女
生
き
て
あ
り
死
な
ぬ

tsunami no ato ni rōjo ikite ari shinanu
after the tsunami disaster
an old woman lives
         apart from death
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秋
の
蟹
ひ
か
り
の
な
か
に
脳
の
中
に

放
射
能
に
追
わ
れ
流
浪
の
母
子
に
子
猫

hōshanō ni oware rurōno oyako ni koneko
radiation, chased away
a wandering mother and child
kittens

irradiated cows
standing in the rice paddy
awaiting death

被
曝
の
牛
た
ち
水
田
に
立
ち
て

hibaku no ushi tachi suiden ni tachi te shi wo matsu
死
を
待
つ
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セ
シ
ユ
ウ
ム
の
か
の
阿
武
隈
河
の
白
鳥
か

c
e those
s
i 	     Abukuma River
u 		        swans?
m
:
seshūmu no
kano abukumagawa no hakuchō ka

海
に
月
明
対
on the sea moonlight
岸
towards the opposite shore:
に
everyone’s way with words
人
々
umi ni getsumei taigan ni hitobito no kotoba の
こ
と
ば
88

海
に
月
umi ni getsumei shindo kuwawari hatsugeshiki 明
震
度
加
on the sea moonlight earthquake intensity
わ
	     this first new-year scene
り
		     mélange
初
景
色

復
興
へ
破
船
人
影
冬
の
松

fukkō e hasen hitokage fuyu no matsu
towards recovery
a ruined ship a human shadow
			

the winter pine
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Notes to the Haiku

1. Toward Settled Wandering,
1961 – 1973
2. A “Settled Wanderer” of the Earth:
Layers of History, 1974 – 1982
3. The Blessed; A Noted Poet Seeks
Ancient Blessing Songs, 1983 – 1993
4. A Poet of Ikimonofūei,
1994 – 2012
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Section 1
Toward Settled Wandering,
1961 – 1973
1. “village of fog” (p. 25)
kigo: 霧 kiri, fog/mist; Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1962. “As
Professor Shiwa Kyōtarō (also known
as Shimoyama Akira, son of prominent
haiku poet Yagi Mikajo) points out, the
1960s represent a great divide or break in
Japanese history, equal to that of the war.
Natural landscapes became polluted at this
time, and long-term rural communities
were disbanded” (cf., “Chichibu” essay,
Volume Three). It is worth quoting from
his extended comment on this topic (Shiwa
Kyōtarō, “Yagi Mikajo As A Female ‘AvantGarde” Haiku Poet” in Yagi Mikajo zen
kushū (Collected Haiku of Yagi Mikajo, p. 507,
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Tokyo: Shūsekisha, 2006; trans. available:
“gendaihaiku.com/mikajo”):
Many people consider the greatest
turning point of this generation to
be “the gap between the pre-war and
postwar eras.” However, if instead
one considers modern history from
the viewpoint of a change in social
perception of events and a social
shift in values, then the promotion
of the advancement of women, in an
actual sense, may be definitive. In this
regard, when looking at the pre- versus
post-1960’s era, a complete break or
shift occurred in society — a point of
paradigmatic change. . . .
股の間の産声芽木の闇へ伸び
mata no ma no ubugoe megi no yami e nobi
between thighs
the birth cry stretches into
budding tree darkness
     Yagi Mikajo had a baby just like this.
In 1954, when this event occurred, it was
an era when many ponds, lakes, and rice
fields still remained scattered throughout
Sakai city; a time when many street stalls
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were set up in front of our neighborhood
houses during festival days. Within
such a scene, Yagi Mikajo seemed to
feel “darkness.” It was the “darkness”
that was expressed in the novel Kappa
[a water sprite, in Japanese folklore],
written by Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (18921927), and similar to the “darkness” that
Shakespeare addressed in Macbeth.
When I was a child, fishermen would
come to our house from Sakai harbor,
as they wandered through the streets
selling sardines, chanting, “Wouldn’t you
like to try tete kamu iwashi [sardines so
fresh they’ll bite your fingers]?”
     In this way, Yagi Mikajo recalls
the past. That fishermen’s sea has
disappeared. Today, such a sea does not
exist in Sakai city. Although the mythical
and elegant place name [for Sakai city],
“Hagoromo” [from the Noh plays of
Zeami: “heavenly feathered dress”]
remains, and people once boasted of
“the absolutely whitest seashore in the
East,” the coastline of Sakai city is now
decorated by polluted sediment and
foul breezes. The sea, which nature had
purified through hundreds of millions,
billions of years. The sea, from which
our ancestors had fished “tete kamu
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iwashi” through hundreds, thousands of
years. The sea was “cut” between Yagi
Mikajo’s and my own generation — this
is the gendai [contemporary] situation.
The actualities of the era cannot help
but include darkness.
2. “a godless pilgrim” (p. 25)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-8-6. Composed at Tappi Cape
(lit. “Dragon’s Tail Cape”), the northern
edge of Tsugaru Peninsula, at the northern
tip of Honshu Island, Aomori Prefecture,
Tohoku District), in 1962. 無神の旅 mushin
no tabi — a godless pilgrim, is Kaneko’s
idiosyncratic collocation. Furthermore,
the pronunciation is the same sound of the
phrase which appeared in his first published
haiku: hakubai ya rōshi mushin no tabi ni sumu
“white plum blossoms – / Lao-Tzu dwells
in a journey / of no-mind” (see Volume
Three). In the 1937 haiku, he used different
kanji in order to express the phrase, “無心
の旅 mushin no tabi,” “journey of no mind.”
In this present haiku, he changed the kanji
“心 mind” into “神 god,” and created the
idiosyncratic term, “godless pilgrim.”
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3. “ocean (currents)” (p. 26)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 11-8. Composed on Shimokita
Peninsula, Aomori Prefecture, Tohoku District, 1965. Shimokita or Tsugaru Peninsula
is located at the northern edge of Honshu
Island, so the place name reminds readers
of the desolate scenery of the cold winter
there.
4. “deer-shaped driftwood” (p. 26)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 11-9/7-7-6. Composed on Tsugaru
Peninsula, Aomori Prefecture, Tohoku
District, 1967. Between Tsugaru Peninsula
and Hakodate of Hokkaido, is the Tsugaru
Strait. It is a desolate sea and a boat was
needed to cross it. In 1977, a symbolic,
epithetical phrasal image was created by
the enka singer Ishikawa Sayuri in her song,
“Tsugaru Straits Winter Scenery,” which
became popular throughout Japan. In 1988,
the underwater Seikan Tunnel was built, so
travel is now a simpler matter.
5. “freezing flesh: Tohoku” (p. 27)
kigo: 花盛り hanazakari, zenith of cherry
blossoms; Spring.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed on Tsugaru
Peninsula, 1967. This is one of the most
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celebrated haiku of Kaneko. Bashō traveled
to the Tohoku area, but did not describe
its freezing weather, felt to the very core of
the body. However, in this haiku, Kaneko
composes with an embodied voice.  
6. “one dog two cats” (p. 27)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed at his new house,
in Kumagaya City, Saitama Prefecture,
1968. At the time, he acquired his own
house for the first time, and decided to
die there as his “final house,” tsui no sumika
[one’s final house].
7. “fir trees growing in mist” (p. 28)
kigo: 樅 momi, fir tree; Spring. 霧 mu(chū)
mist; Autumn.   
Meter: 6-4-8-2. Composed in 1968.
8. “valley, carp” (p. 28)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1968.
In our interview with Kaneko, he chose
this haiku as a representative example of
(his philosophy or aesthetic of) rawness.
Interviewer: Concerning your works,
could you introduce some haiku examples
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which well express rawness (nama) and
direct immediacy (chokusetsusei)?
KT: Well, from among my haiku,
I selected several which might be
perceptually raw and that express
directly — that was the question, was it
not — here [is the first of three selected
(Typology of Dark Green [Anryoku chishi],
1998)]:
谷に鯉もみ合う夜の歓喜かな
tani ni koi momiau yoru no kanki kana
valley, carp :
pushing and jolting
pleasure of night
There is no kigo here — “tani ni koi
momiau yoru no kanki kana” — in the
image of this verse, many carp are raised
like this in valley rivers. If you go to the
river at night, you can see the backs of
the carp squirming about. I composed
the haiku when I saw this. “Pushing and
jolting” is how I perceived the actions
of the carp. Within this exultance was
something sexual. Yes, if I were asked
for an example of my haiku that was
graphic, I think that this would be the
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first that I would name. This is the kind
of poem I want to write (Volume Two of
this series, pp. 33-34).
9. “the puddle” (p. 29)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1968. In Kaneko’s
life history, this haiku is connected to his
friend, the critic and tanka poet Murakami
Ichirō. Kaneko presented a shikishi of this
haiku to Murakami, who later committed
suicide in 1975 with a Japanese sword.
When Kaneko visited his room, he found
Murakami’s blood all over the floor and
his own shikishi on the wall. This scene
shocked Kaneko deeply.
Murakami was an old friend from the
Navy Accounting College, and wartime
experience as well, as both had been
comrades as Navy Accounting Lieutenants.
After the war Murakami joined the
Communist Party of Japan, but soon left,
experiencing the Red Purge. He edited
the left-wing journal, Trial [shikō], though
from around 1969, gradually inclined to the
right, after his encounter with the novelist
Mishima Yukio. In 1970, Murakami wrote
a book praising the revolutionary Kita
Ikki, a philosopher who influenced the
“February 26 Incident” of 1936. Mishima
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expressed esteem for Murakami’s book,
and later infamously attempted a coup
d’etat by breaking into a camp of the Japan
Self Defense Forces, delivering a speech
advocating a coup, before committing
ritual suicide (seppuku or hara-kiri) with a
Japanese sword. Murakami came to the
camp directly after the incident, showing
his sympathy and stating his name and
position in the Japanese Imperial Navy. He
then wrote, “I will love Japanese swords,
even if they are cheap ones, and as a man with
an ambition for this nation, I will step over
the ladder of the dead bodies of Mishima
and Morita (Mishima’s supporter), for the
true revolution of Japan; especially for the
spiritual revolution of the Japanese people,
I will live and die.” He continued to write
various articles advocating these topics,
and five years later, on March 29, cut his
neck with a sword in his room (in a manner
completely unlike seppuku or hara-kiri).
In the same year, Kaneko published
his Collected Works of Kaneko Tohta [Kaneko
Tohta kushū]. In the Afterword, he wrote,
“Written on the night of flourishing spring,
ten days after of Murakami Ishirō’s suicide,
my good friend for over a decade.”
The word yūgari (“evening hunting”)
is an ancient Japanese word appearing in
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traditional waka. Several Emperors wrote
elegant waka using this term; therefore
it is possible that Murakami Ichirō was
interested in this haiku.
10. “darkness (on Kanto Plain)” (p. 29)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in 1969.
Kaneko commuted from Kumagaya City
(Chichibu) to Tokyo by train, observing
the Kanto Plain. In his imagination, he saw
fire, and wrote this haiku — as he explains
in his My Haiku Composition Note (qtd. in
Sakai Kōji, Reading 100 Haiku of Kaneko
Tohta, p. 110).
11. “bones-of-salmon (crows)” (p. 30)
kigo: 鴉 karasu, crow; Winter.
Meter: 5-10-3. Composed at the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) of Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971. Lake Akan is a volcanic
lake with unique fauna and flora, such as
himemasu trout and marimo ball-weed. An
Ainu Residence exists near the lake.
The Ainu are indigenous people
or groups living in the Hokkaido area,
possessing their own language and culture.
The word “Ainu” means “humans” in the
Ainu language.
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Originally, the island of Hokkaido was
known as “Ainu mosir” [the silent land of
human beings] by the Ainu people. Their
view was that Ainu mosir was connected
with Kamui mosir [the silent land of divine
spirits]. The Ainu culture was based on
hunting and trading; they traded fur or
salmon with the “Wajin” [Japanese Inlanders; so-called Yamato people], for silk
or hardware.
The “Wajin” called the island and
its indigenous people “Ezo,” a term that
suggests “Savages of the (North)-East.”
Gradually, the “Wajin” came to oppress
the Ainu people. In 1457, the Ainu leader
Komashain revolted against the “Wajin.”
Komashain succeeded in defeating several
Wajin castles. However, the revolt was suppressed, and the rule of the “Wajin” became
oppressively severe. During the Tokugawa
period, the Matsumae clan ruled the island
and its people. In 1669, the renowned Ainu
leader Shakushain revolted against the
Matsumae clan. Shakushain fought well,
the battle lasting for six months. Before
winter, Matsumae’s side offered a ceasefire.
At the ceasefire meeting, Matsumae’s side
betrayed and killed Shakushain. Other
Ainu leaders were killed in similar ways.
The Ainu side hence lost power, though
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the war lasted until 1672. Sporadic armed
uprisings continued (such as the MenashiKunashir Rebellion of 1789), but the Ainu
were unable to gain their rights and freedom.
In the Meiji period, “Ezo” was renamed
Hokkaido and became the territory of
Japan. However, a territorial controversy
existed between Japan and Russia. In 1855,
in the late Edo period, Japan and Russia
signed the Treaty of Shimoda [Nichiro
Washin Jōyaku]. In the treaty, both nations
decided that the territorial border would
be in the Kuril Islands (between Iturup
and Urup Island), and left Sakhalin as a
location subject to both Japanese and
Russian influence. However, after the end
of the Crimean War, from 1856, Russia
promoted the colonization of Sakhalin,
and several conflicts occurred. After the
Meiji Restoration, in 1875 Japan and Russia
signed the Treaty of Saint Petersburg; it
was agreed that Sakhalin would become
Russian territory, and the Kuril Islands
would belong to Japan. After the signing,
the Japanese government was forced to
move some Ainu tribes on Sakhalin to the
mainland of Hokkaido.
 	 At this time, the Japanese government
was on its guard against Russia. In 1874,
the government established the tondenhei
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[settler-soldier] system, sending poor exsamurai to Hokkaido, after the fall of the
Shogunate, as settler-soldiers; and later,
sent poor commoners to the “frontier.”
The government “offered” the uncultivated
land (Ainu lands) to them, and they labored
in poverty. The tondenhei settler-soldiers
worked farms in ordinary times, and
fought in times of war. They cultivated
74,755 hectares from 1874 to 1904, and were
enlisted and fought in the battlefield of the
Seinan War [the Satsuma Rebellion] and
the Russo-Japan War. (At the time of the
First Sino-Japanese war, when the troop
was formed, the war ended, so the tondenhei
did not go to the frontline of that war.)
In 1889, the “Hokkaido Ex-Savage
Protection Law” [Hokkaido kyū dojin hogo
hō] was enacted. This law was created
in order to “protect” the people of the
land, and to assimilate them to become
“common” Japanese. This law included
some discriminatory measures, such as
forbidding the practice of Ainu cultural
traditions. This law remained in effect
until 1997.
Although such a dire situation existed,
in 1930, the Hokkaido Ainu Association
[Hokkaido Ainu kyōkai] was formed. During
war time, the association did not perform
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well, and young Ainu men were enlisted
and sent to the war to fight for Japan.
After the war, in 1946, the Hokkaido Ainu
Association was rebuilt, and in 1961, was
renamed the Hokkaido Utari Association.
The word “Utari” is an Ainu word for
“fellow/company/brothers/sisters, and so
on.” In the same year, a commemoration
festival for the Ainu leader Shakushain, the
Shakushain Festival, was held.
In 1970, a statue of Shakushain was
commemorated. On the other hand, in
the same year, statues of tondenhei were
placed at Tokiwa Park of Asahikawa City.
The statue was designed by the artist
Hongō Shin, and titled, “Sculpture Group
of Wind and Snow” [fūsetsu no gunzō]. The
statue portrayed the elder Ainu man as an
obedient supporter of tondenhei (portrayed
as masculine young men). Some understood
this to be a glamorization of the tragic
history of tondenhei (of both sides) and an
insult to the Ainu people. Indeed, in 1972,
an extreme left-wing anarchist group, the
East Asia Anti-Japan Armed Frontline
[higashi ajia han’nichi busō sensen], blew
up the statues. In this, and in additional
cases, the genuine expression or will of
the Ainu people to gain their freedom
was manipulated or preempted by various
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groups (the East Asia Anti-Japan Armed
Frontline had no relation to the Ainu).
The Ainu also faced problems
concerning land issues. In 1970, the Hokkaido Electric Power Company attempted
to build a thermal power-plant in the
Date area. The people of the area, some
who were Ainu, opposed the project,
insisting on environmental rights for the
first time in Japan (the Date Thermal
Power Plant Trials Case). In the 1980s,
the government attempted to construct a
dam in the Nibutani area, one of the most
sacred places of the Ainu. The Ainu people
strongly opposed this. The dam was finally
built in 1997. As well, after a long struggle
of 118 years, the “Hokkaido Ex-Savage
Protection Law” was abolished, and the
Ainu Culture Promotion Act was enacted.
As a national law of Japan, the law held
sway throughout the country; however,
politicians such as Ishihara Shintarō were
opposed to the law, and so retroactively
the scope of the law has become limited to
within Hokkaido Prefecture.
Kaneko visited the Ainu Residence
(Ainu kotan) of Lake Akan in 1971, and
composed many haiku there.
The phrase “hone no sake” (bones-ofsalmon) is a unique collocation. The usual
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collocation is “sake no hone” (salmon bones).
This idiosyncratic expression (bonesof-salmon) implies salmon bones, as well as
Ainu bone-carvings of salmon. (Technically,
the majority of Ainu carving utilized wood.)
The tree “dakekanba” is the white birch of
Hokkaido. In the Ainu language, the tree
is known as “kamuy-tat-ni” (the tree with
divine birch skin).
12. “bones-of-salmon (three Ainu)” (p. 30)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) at Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971.  
13. “bones-of-salmon (rain)” (p. 31)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) at Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971. A salmon statue was made
of bones, by the Ainu.
14. “bones-of-salmon (Ainu mother)” (p. 31)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) at Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971.  
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15. “away a horse” (p. 32)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) at Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971.  
16. “black and smooth” (p. 32)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-8-5. Composed in the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) at Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971.  
17. “secret Ainu stories” (p. 33)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Ainu
Residence (Ainu kotan) at Lake Akan,
Hokkaido, 1971. 湖水の藻 kosui no mo
(weeds of lake water) may be marimo weed,
which exists almost singularly on Lake
Akan. A marimo looks like a green ball in
the lake, which can contain “secret stories
of the Ainu.”
18. “blue-bear” (p. 33)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Hokkaido, 1971.  
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19. “the sea tide stays” (p. 34)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed at the Sea of
Okhotsk, Hokkaido, in 1971.
20. “snowy sea floor” (p. 34)
kigo: 雪 yuki, snow; Winter. 紅花 benibana,
safflower; Summer. 蟹 kani, crab; Summer.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed in the Hokuriku
District, 1972. Kaneko writes of his poetic
fantasy:
	 I stayed at a seaside hotel in Hokuriku
District, and I ate crabs. In the evening,
it snowed again, and I was meditating
upon the blue twilight of the Sea of
Japan. Then, I recalled an old story
which told that wooden ships, heaped
with safflowers of the deep Tohoku area,
travelled over this sea tide. The petals
of safflowers fell from the ships, piled
upon the seabed, and became crabs, I
thought. Yes, it should be so, I thought.
21. “departure in winter” (p. 35)
kigo: 冬 fuyu, winter; Winter.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in Hokuriku
District, 1972.
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22. “a stone falls into the sea” (p. 35)
kigo: 鵜 u, cormorant; Summer.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in Hokuriku
District, 1972. The records of cormorant
fishing masters appear in the most ancient
books of Japan, including the Kojiki (712
CE), Nihonshoki (720 CE), and Manyōshū
(759 CE).   
23. “my sister some day” (p. 36)
kigo: 鵜 u, cormorant; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Hokuriku
District, 1972.
24. “after drunkenness” (p. 36)
kigo: 雪 yuki, snow; Winter.
Meter: 5-6-9. Composed between 1972-73.
25. “heaped cicadas” (p. 37)
kigo: 蝉 semi, cicada; Summer.
Meter: 5-8-6. Composed in 1973. This
haiku presents the transparent quality of
death — the phrase “transparent impurity”
is a shocking collocation. The heaped dead
cicadas seem to be fermented into a jelly
— this image is a bit horrific, yet beautiful
in the summer light. Or, the dead cicadas
may not become jelly, in reality. In any case,
Kaneko uses the kanji as “穢 e” [-eh]. This
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kanji and its meaning relate to cultural
contexts of some depth.
In Japanese, there are two kanji used
to indicate uncleanness: 汚 and 穢. The
former may be read as either yogore or
kegare. The latter kanji is read as kegare.
Yogore and kegare are different concepts.
Yogore is physical uncleanness, while
kegare is spiritual uncleanness and a lack
of vital energy. In Shintoism, notions of
vital energy and purity are united, and
highly esteemed. When a person touches
a dead body, their vital energy is drained.
This is the condition of kegare — a lack of
vital energy, and spiritual uncleanness. To
recover from kegare, one should be purified
by the ceremony of misogi (spiritual
“washing out”) or by harae (known also
as harai, spiritual “sweeping out”). After
performing misogi or harae, the person
becomes purified and their vital energy
returns (cf. “kegare,” Wikipedia).
In the Kojiki, the most ancient book
presenting the mythology of Japan (711712 CE), the concepts of kegare and misogi /
harae are significant. The kami couple
Izanagi and Izanami produced the islands
of Japan and other kami as their children,
but after the birth, Izanami died. Her
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husband Izanagi was grief-stricken, and
attempted to recover his departed wife
from the land of the dead. He went to
this land, found his wife, seized her hand,
and began to return from this version of
Hades. She said, “You must not look back.”
However, he did so, and found his wife was
rotten. She shrieked, attacked, and tried to
kill him. He then threw a sacred peach at
her, and ran away.
The peach had the power of sweeping
away the impurity — harae. Then, he sealed
the gate between the land of the dead and
the land of the living with a huge stone.
The dead Izanami, as the rotten monster,
cried, “I will kill 1,000 people a day!”
Izanagi replied, “I will build 1,500 huts for
birth!” Then Izanagi purified his body in
a river, as an act of misogi. From his right
eye, the kami of the moon, Tsukuyomi, was
born, and from his left eye, the kami of the
sun, Amaterasu, was born; and from his
nose, the kami of the ocean, Susanō, was
born. These three kami rose from misogi,
and became the main kami of Japan.
This belief has historically been deeply
rooted within Japanese culture. In feudal
Japan, those whose occupations related
with death, such as funeral undertakers,
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skinners, tanners, butchers, executioners,
and so on, were considered to be people of
kegare, and classed as outcasts. Those of this
class, recipients of discrimination, were
known as “eta” (穢 kegare + 多 plenty). This
word remains a strongly discriminatory
term today.
Aside from such discrimination, in
the context of daily life, some use salt after
attending a funeral, believing that the dead
can cause people to become kegare. Salt
is believed to have the spiritual power of
harae, which purifies spiritual stain and
gives vital energy. Originally, in Buddhism,
death was not considered to be a dirty or
filthy thing. Therefore, these days, some
Buddhist schools insist that salt is not
required at a funeral. Nonetheless, the
Shinto belief remains strong among many
Japanese people. In this haiku, the kanji  
穢 kegare is shocking in its expression of
ambivalent feelings towards the dead body,
and death. The poet observes and expresses
the beauty and horror of death.
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Section 2
A “Settled Wanderer” of the Earth:
Layers of History, 1974 – 1982
26. “evening of the day” (p. 41)
kigo: 狐 ko (kitsune), fox; Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1974. This haiku
is based on a verse “君子于役 [my husband
went to the war],” which is from the ancient
Chinese poetry anthology Book of Song.
In the 1980s, Kaneko published his haiku
collection based on this book. In addition,
according to Kaneko, the moment when
a fox disappears into the sky (heaven) will
signify the end of his life (cf. Sakai Kōji,
Reading Kaneko Tohta’s 100 Haiku, p. 131).
27. “fog to swans” (p. 41)
kigo: 霧 kiri, mist; Autumn. 白鳥 hakuchō,
swan; Winter.
Meter: 7-7-6 Composed on Kujū Mountain,
Kyushu, 1975. After resigning from the
Bank of Japan, Kaneko traveled to Kyushu.
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28. “as if drops” (p. 42)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-6-8. Composed on Kujū Mountain, Kyushu.
29. “on a mountain lake” (p. 42)
kigo: 白鳥 hakuchō, swan; Winter. 落葉期
rakuyōki, season of falling leaves; Winter.
Meter: 6-9-5. Composed on Kujū Mountain,
Kyushu, 1975. 侠気 otokogi, “dauntless”:
representative of a masculine ethos.
30. “a curse: upon” (p. 43)
kigo: 蝶 chō, butterfly; Spring. 蜂 hachi,
bees; Spring.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed between 1974–77.
31. “pacific ocean” (p. 43)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-8-9. Composed between 1974–77.
32. “sea currents remains of the day” (p. 44)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-9-6. Composed between 1974–77.
33. “huge-headed black ants” (p. 44)
kigo: 黒蟻 kuroari, black ant; Summer.
Meter: 6-4-8. Composed between 1974–77.
Saigyō is a celebrated Japanese wandering
poet and priest of the 12th century. Bashō
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admired him and followed his journey,
which became The Narrow Road to the Deep
North [Oku no hosho michi]. Although Saigyō
was a wanderer, he was as well a nobleman
from an aristocratic family. In his youth,
he served Emperor Toba as a samurai.
Therefore, the phrase in this haiku,
“Saigyō’s shits in the field” is a shocking
expression. Kaneko writes the legendary
noble wanderer-poet as a wild man.
34. “after stabbing a man” (p. 45)
kigo: 足長蜂 ashinaga(bachi), long-legged
hornet; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed between 1974–77.
In the usual Japanese, the kanji “足長蜂”
reads as “ashinagabachi” as a name of the
insect. However, in this haiku, it reads as
“ashinaga,” for rhythmic purposes.
35. “endless shakes” (p. 46)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-8. Composed between 1974–77.
The phrase “a rōshi in azure” indicates a
senior Zen master of high rank, wearing
azure robes (kesa). In another interpretation,
this haiku reminds us of Miyazawa Kenji’s
novel Night on the Galactic Railroad (1934).
Within, several strange characters appear
in a train on the Galactic Railroad, which
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is bound for death. In this interpretation,
“a rōshi in azure” reflects the color of the
starry night.
36. “getting  (the blank space)” (p. 46)
kigo: no-season
Meter: 6-7-7. Composed between 1974–77.
37. “stars don’t fall” (p. 47)
kigo: 秋 aki, autumn; Autumn.
Meter: 7-8-5. Composed between 1974–77.
38. “wandering (a winter castle)” (p. 47)
kigo: 冬 fuyu, winter; Winter.
Meter: 5-10-5. Composed between 1974–77.
39. “ume bloom” (p. 48)
kigo: 梅 ume, (blossoming) plum; Spring.
Meter: 5-5-9. Composed in 1979. The kanji
are not mysterious (we do not find doubleentendres, puns, etc.). One of Kaneko’s
representative haiku, selected in the book
Reading Kaneko Tohta’s 100 Haiku, by Sakai
Kōji (pp. 150-151; Sakai is Kaneko’s friend
and colleague), where the haiku appears as
one of three with the theme “blue shark
and spring dream.” The commentary reads
(in paraphrased summary): “White ume
blooms and beams of the rising spring sun
form pale shadows. In such an atmosphere,
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energetic and violent blue sharks swim —
such scenery cannot be real; however this
haiku possesses a vivid and clear reality. In
the sunlight of early spring, the whiteness
of plum blossoms and the blueness of the
blue sharks among such sunbeams blend
subtly and beautifully.” The second haiku
in the series uses the word “seika,” meaning
“the house where I was born” — so the
scene in the haiku may likely be Kaneko’s
family home.
We also note the original meaning of
“hanami” is not watching fireworks, but
viewing ume (the pink/red variety were
imported from China, and this import
became popular. Generally the white
variety is used for umeboshi; umeshu is
distilled from the white ume, which has a
smaller seed at the fruit’s center). In the
Manyōshū, the white ume occurs frequently,
while in the Kokin Wakashū, the red variety
is more plentiful.
There are two monument stones
carved with this haiku at Shin Eiji Temple (a
Jōdo-Shin-shu temple) in Shiba Prefecture,
and Jōkōin Temple (a Tendai-Shu temple)
in Saitama Prefecture. As such, we think
to translate this as “the garden” (not “my”
garden — whether the garden in question
is at his family home or not). “kite’iru” is
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most obviously “come” but can also be any
synonym, such as “arrive,” or in our sense,
“show up.” Because sharks must move
to live (they cannot easily take in oxygen
when motionless), we cannot imagine
sharks as being static, in the garden — so,
“have come,” which implies “staying,” we
think is not as effective here; there is a
sense of showing up and moving through
the garden (cf. “roadrunnerhaikublog.
wordpress.com/2012/01/22/kaneko-tohtasblue-sharks”).
40. “misty dream bed” (p. 49)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in 1979. The
second of three “blue shark” haiku. See
Note 39, above.
41. “a blue shark flips over” (p. 49)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1979. The third
of three “blue shark” haiku. See Note 39,
above.
42. “first meeting the full moon” (p. 50)
kigo: 満月 mangetsu, full moon; Autumn.
Meter: 8-9. Composed in China, 1980, as a
member of the first visit of the Haiku Poet
China Visit Group [haijin hō-chū dan]. The
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president of the group was Ōno Rinka.
This visit group was formed mainly by the
Association of Haiku Poets [haijin kyōkai]
in 1980; Kaneko joined this group. At the
time, existing tensions between the MHA
and the AHP had eased. Tensions between
Japan and China had eased as well; in
1972, the two countries signed the Joint
Communiqué and normalized diplomatic
relations. In 1978, a Treaty of Peace and
Friendship was signed. The visit of Japanese
haiku poets to China was carried out in
this political context.
In China the Cultural Revolution
had ended in 1976, and Chinese poets
were seeking a poetic form to express
their freedom. The poet Li Mang, among
others, re-discovered haiku, and began
translating Japanese haiku into Chinese.
In 1980, Chinese poets and scholars such
as Zhong Jinwen (a professor of folklore),
Zhao Puchu (President of the Buddhist
Association of China), and Lin Lin (a
noted poet-translator) invited Japanese
haiku poets to China; thus the Haiku Poet
China-Visit Group came about. During the
encounter, Zhong Jinwen composed haiku
in Chinese, coining this new form hanpai
(Chinese haiku). From this time, Kaneko
came to be especially interested in Chinese
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literature. As well, Kaneko’s father had
worked in Shanghai, and Kaneko had spent
two or three years there (1922-24), so China
was perhaps somewhat familiar as a locale
of childhood, along with his hometown
of Chichibu. Kaneko’s inclination toward
Chinese themes and literature partly
derives from these facts.
43. “summer arrives” (p. 50)
kigo: 夏 natsu, summer; Summer.
Meter: 7-8-4. Composed in China, 1980.
蘇州 Suzhou refers to the south-east area,
as well as the city in China. It is an ancient
city, and was the capital of Wu (6-5 BCE),
and is close to Shanghai.
44. “pomegranate flower” (p. 51)
kigo: 花石榴 hanazakuro, (flowering) pomegranate; Summer.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in China, 1980.
恵山寺 Keizanji Temple, or Huishan
Temple, is an ancient Chinese temple,
founded in the period of the Southern
and Northern Dynasties (600-500 BCE).
In the 18th century, the Emperor Qianlong
(the 6th Qing Emperor) cherished this place
and temple, and rebuilt them.
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45. “journeying (to Lu Xun’s grave)” (p. 51)
kigo: 泰山木 taizanboku, southern magnolia;
Summer.
Meter: 5-5-9. Composed in China, 1980.
魯迅 rojin or Lu Xun was a Chinese writer
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
He was born in China, and studied in
Sendai Medical College (Today’s Tohoku
University, Faculty of Medicine), Japan. He
invented an idiosyncratic baihua (written in
vernacular Chinese), and criticized hypocritical aspects of feudal China at the
time. His grave is located in Lu Xun Park,
Shanghai. When Kaneko visited Lu Xun’s
grave, he found that the Chinese writer
deeply appreciated the southern magnolia
flower. From that time, Kaneko came to
esteem this flower.
46. “on the Great Wall” (p. 52)
kigo: 夏 natsu, summer; Summer.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in China, 1980.
47. “like a beast’s warmth” (p. 52)
kigo: 初夏 shoka, early summer; Summer.
Meter: 10-7-4. Composed in China, 1980.
The Chang River or Yangtze River is the
great river of China, the third longest river
in the world.
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48. “breathing (is)” (p. 53)
kigo: 蜩 higurashi, autumn cicada; Autumn.
Meter: 5-9-6. Composed in 1980. To
“inhale autumn cicadas” seems a literal
impossibility. We can imagine the evening
scenery of the forest filled with the sounds
of autumn cicadas. This haiku expresses
the feeling of “deep breathing” in such a
forest in the early-autumn evening.
49. “a wild boar” (p. 54)
kigo: 春 haru, spring; Spring.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in 1980. “A wild
boar” is an animal of Chichibu. The
“mountain path” of Chichibu is familiar
to its peasants, and refers as well to the
battlefield of the Chichibu Incident (see
the “Chichibu” essay in Volume Three of
this series). The collocation “eat[s] air”
is exceptionally unique, and evokes the
deep breathing of a wild boar. This haiku
is acclaimed as one of Kaneko’s most
accomplished haiku. In 2007, a haiku
monument with this haiku was founded in
Chichibu.
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Section 3
The Blessed: A Noted Poet
Seeks Ancient Blessing Songs,
1983 – 1993
50. “as legs of a qilin” (p. 57)
kigo: 夏 natsu, summer; Summer.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in 1984, as haiku
related to the Book of Songs. In 1984, Kaneko
composed a haiku series based on the most
ancient Chinese book of poetry, the Book of
Songs (10-7 BCE), edited by Confucius (in
traditional belief). This classic represents a
foundation stone of East Asian culture, as
one of the Four Books and Five Classics.
Samurai-class poets such as Bashō studied
it throughout their childhood, as a matter
of course. However, Issa, as a member of
the peasant class, did not have access to
such works. As a result, he began his studies
of such texts in his forties, and created
his novel haiku based on these classics.
Kaneko, having learned of this, became
absorbed in the Book of Songs.
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Among its various volumes, Kaneko
was most deeply interested in the Odes
of Countries (Guofeng), the oldest section,
which presents folk traditions of ancient
China. The volume is based on the folk
songs of the Zhou Dynasty (1046–256
BCE), among others, and reflects the
“earthly voices” of the peasantry (cf.
“Chichibu” essay in Volume Three of this
series). In this haiku series, Kaneko drew
parallels between Chichibu (and Japan) and
China. His Book of Songs, Odes of Countries
was published in 1985.
The Qilin (Kirin), 麒麟 is a legendary
Chinese animal which announces the
incarnation of a new king or saint. It is
a very gentle creature, but can also be
fierce towards the selfish or evildoers.
As a mystical divinity, it was celebrated
in the Chinese Book of Songs. Later, this
mystical animal became confused with the
giraffe. This haiku is based on the verse:
“麟之趾 /振振公子 / 于嗟麟兮”; in literal
translation: “The feet of the Qilin / The noble
sons of our prince / Ah! they are the Qilin.”
As the original verse of the Book
describes, the Qilin was associated with a
prince or male saint. However, Kaneko’s
haiku can be read differently: “legs of a
qilin” strikes the reader most evidently as
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those of a woman (“megumi/graceful,” is
also used as a female given name); as well,
megumi is related to the concept of “divine
grace.” Nonetheless, the last phrase reads
literally as “person of summer.”
51. “and when embraced” (p. 57)
kigo: 桃 momo, peach; Autumn. 昂 subaru,
Pleiades; Winter.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed in 1984, Book of
Songs, Odes of Countries collection. This
haiku is based on the notable Chinese
verse found in the Books of Songs: “
桃之夭夭 / 灼灼其華
之子于歸 /
宜其室家”; in literal translation: “peach
is youthful / burning is [its] flower / when
this child marries here / suitable for that
house.” In Japanese, the word “peach”
has erotic implications. For example, the
famous modern haiku poet Saitō Sanki
published his erotic haiku collection with
the title, Night Peach [Yoru no momo], taken
from his haiku:
中年や遠く実れる夜の桃
chūnen ya tōku minoreru yoru no momo
middle age –
far beyond
a night peach ripens
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52. “uncountable locust wings” (p. 58)
kigo: 蝗 inago, locust; Autumn.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in 1984, Book of
Songs, Odes of Countries collection. This haiku
is based on this verse: “螽斯羽 / 詵詵兮 /
宜爾子孫 /振振兮”; in literal translation:
“locusts’ wings / gathering there / like this /
your descendants / shall flourish.” In ancient
China, locusts were the symbol of fertility
or tribal prosperity, and at the same time of
disaster. The Book of Songs has verses which
focus on both aspects. Here, Kaneko
chooses a theme which stresses fertility,
and uses informal language, here translated
into a vernacular speech register.
53. “a man wanders” (p. 58)
kigo: 鵲 kasasagi, magpie; Autumn.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in 1984, Book of
Songs, Odes of Countries collection. This
haiku is based on the verse: “維鵲有巣 /
維鳩居之 / 之子于歸 / 百兩御之”; in literal
translation (the speakers are assumed to be
the parents of the bride-to-be): “here is a
magpie’s nest / pigeons live within it / like
the pigeons this child [our daughter] will
marry / [this child/she] is welcomed with a
hundred carriages” (i.e., a young woman is
waiting for a man with the wealth of 100
carriages, which he offers to her).
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54. “within mist” (p. 59)
kigo: 霧 kiri, mist; Autumn. 狐 kitsune, fox;
Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1984, Book of
Songs, Odes of Countries collection. In the
Book of Songs, the fox is a symbol of the
wife of a man sent to war as a soldier. For
example, “有狐綏綏 / 在彼淇梁 / 心之憂矣 /
之子無裳”; in literal translation: “a fox
looks for something / crosses over the flood
/ my heart is troubled by this scene / how
my husband’s shirt is tattered.” Originally,
the word sange “散 fall / shatter + 華 flower”
meant offering flowers for the Buddha.
However, during the war this word was
used as a term of eulogy for death in action.
55. “against a man” (p. 59)
kigo: 狐 kitsune, fox; Winter. 春 haru, spring;
Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Chichibu, 1984,
Book of Songs, Odes of Countries collection.
This haiku does not seem to have a
definitive reference to ancient Chinese
poetry. However, by placing this haiku
next to the fox haiku (just prior) in his
collection (“the blueness of a fox in the
mist”), the fox of Chichibu is transformed
into a mythological creature. In the former
haiku, the fox reflects certain aspects
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of humanity, while in this haiku, the fox
clashes with humanity, as wild nature.
56. “fish smell soaks into the wall” (p. 60)
kigo: 初時雨 hatsushigure, first winter rain;
Winter.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed at Wakasa Bay,
in Fukui Prefecture, 1984. This haiku has
a sexual implication. The “fish smell”
“between my legs” implies the smell of
sperm. The kigo hatsushigure, “first winter
rain” is also sexual here. This kigo was
originally elegant, but in the Edo period, in
1691, Bashō broke its mannerism with his
celebrated haiku “the monkey’s raincoat.”
About 400 years later, Kaneko breaks with
kigo mannerism altogether in his radical
expression of the raw nature of the male
body. In addition, his use of “shimiru”
(penetrated / absorbed by) is a reference
to Bashō’s haiku on cicada, “quietude /
penetrating rock / cicadas shrill.” (Bashō’s
haiku uses not “shimiru” but “shimīru.”
Even so, these are synonymous.)
57. “a nap in the morning” (p. 60)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed at Wakasa Bay,
Fukui Prefecture, 1984.
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58. “in (the east)” (p. 61)
kigo: 月 tsuki, moon; Autumn.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed in Chichibu, 1984.
This haiku is beautiful and mysterious.
Readers may imagine that a peasant tills the
land under a clear moon, or ambiguously,
that the land is tilling the moon itself.
59. “that morning horse” (p. 61)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed in Chichibu, 1984.
On the death of his wife’s brother, Ochiai
Fumihiro.
60. “flowing is flowers all” (p. 62)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Chichibu, 1984.
On the death of his wife’s brother, Ochiai
Fumihiro.
61. “to remain is to drift, as if ” (p. 62)
kigo: 木苺 kîchigo, wild berry; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-7. Composed in 1985. On the
death of his elder friend of school days,
Idesawa Santarō (a.k.a. Idesawa Santa
(1917-1985), brother of the celebrated
novelist Hoshi Shin’ichi). Idesawa founded
the Mito High School Haiku Circle, and
Kaneko joined the group. Idesawa entered
Tokyo Imperial University, Faculty of
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Economics. After his military recruitment,
he became an officer in the Hiroshima
District. Following the atomic bombing
of Hiroshima, he rescued victims and
bodies, and suffered radiation exposure.
In his book, Far Haiku, Near Haiku [Tōi
ku chikai ku], Kaneko writes, “Because of
you [Idesawa], I was able to meet various
people, to study a variety of subjects, and
also to enjoy a variety of things. If I hadn’t
met you, my life would have ended in a
poor and miserable way” (p. 48).
62. “a summer swallow (checkered life)” (p. 63)
kigo: 夏燕 natsu tsubame, summer swallow;
Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1985. On the
death of Idesawa Santarō.
63. “a summer swallow (flies)” (p. 63)
kigo: 夏燕 natsu tsubame, summer swallow;
Summer.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in 1985. On the
death of Idesawa Santarō.
64. “summer mountain country” (p. 64)
kigo: 夏 natsu, summer; Summer.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in 1985. Concerning
this haiku, Kaneko Tohta explains in our
interview:
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This is a haiku about my mother — I
would like to say that this poem was
written with quite a degree of rawness.
The group associated with Uda Kiyoko
has offered it some praise . . . The word
“yota,” well, at the moment it has become
a problem in the world of professional
sumo (referring to the scandals involving
gambling and match fixing). “Yota” is
what those people (referring to the sumo
wrestlers) are doing these days. The word
usually refers to a worthless person, but
can also be used in a slightly softer sense
to mean a gokutsubushi (literally, a jobless
waster of food). In my case, although
I was the eldest son, I did not succeed
my father in becoming a doctor, and my
mother would often say to me “you’re a
yota,” and, “just when I was starting to
wonder what you were doing, I find you
writing useless things, like haiku.” It’s
because of this that she called me yota,
yota. This word carries a lot of nostalgic
meaning for me. When I read this haiku,
I feel a closeness between my mother
and myself, and I can even picture her.
Yes, “summer mountain country” (natsu
no yama guni). I like haiku with this kind
of form (cf. Volume Two in this series,
pp. 34-35).
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65. “on forsythia” (p. 64)
kigo: れんぎよう rengyō, forsythia flower;
Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Guilin, China,
1985.
66. “toward my heart” (p. 65)
kigo: 麦 mugi, barley / wheat; Summer (or
green wheat: Spring).
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed between 1986-95.
67. “on a snow-spotted ridge ” (p. 65)
kigo: 斑雪 hadare, snow-spotted; Winter.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in 1985. The
country of Hida lies within northern
Nagano Prefecture, a land of snowy
mountains. In 1986, a haiku monument
with this haiku was founded in Hida.
On the phrase 紅顔 “a beautiful face
(rosy face),” there is a notable Buddhist
saying expressing transformation due to
impermanence, by Ren’nyo (1415–1499
CE): “In the morning, a rosy face, in the
evening, white bones.”
68. “only a (pit viper’s hibernation)” (p. 66)
kigo: 冬眠 tōmin, winter sleep; Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1986. This haiku
expresses silence in a unique way. The depth
of winter is nearly soundless – except for
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the soft sound of a pit viper’s respiration
in hibernation. Of course, one likely
cannot hear such a breath (there is almost
no breath). In this unique way, Kaneko
expresses the silence of winter here.
69. “the center of Japan” (p. 66)
kigo: 大手鞠 ōtemari, large snowball flowers;
小手鞠 kodemari, small snowball flowers;
Spring.
Meter: 11-5-4. Composed at the ancient
monument of Tsubo no Ishibumi, between
1986-1995. According to Japanese legends,
when the first well-known shōgun of Japan,
Sakanoue no Tamura-maro (758-811 CE),
went to war against the Emishi tribes (the
ancient tribes which existed in the east
of Japan and fought against the Yamato
forces, the central power of Japan at that
time), he carved these letters into a stone.
The Emishi realm was regarded as the edge
of Japan, but Tamura-maro carved it as
“the center of Japan.” This ironic phrase
was the voice of conquest. An ancient
stone in Taganojō city, Miyagi Prefecture,
was believed to be the Tsubo no Ishibumi,
and many cultural figures, such as Saigyō
and Bashō, visited (Bashō describes this
monument in The Narrow Road to the Deep
North). Then, in 1949, another ancient
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stone inscribed “the center of Japan” was
found in Aomori Prefecture. However,
Tamura-maro was never present in this
Prefecture. If it had been inscribed by an
early shōgun, it would likely have been Fumi
no Wata-maro (765-823 CE), Tamura-maro’s
successor. Kaneko visited the newly-found
ancient stone and wrote this haiku. In 1995,
a new stone monument carved with his
haiku was founded at the “Center of Japan”
Stone Preservation Museum, Aomori
Prefecture.
70. “shall I quit drinking sake?” (p. 67)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in 1989.This haiku
became the title of Kaneko’s book of
essays, published in 2007.
71. “glittering morning sun” (p. 67)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1990.
72. “in long-lived” (p. 68)
kigo: 朧 oboro, vague mist; Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1991. Kaneko
wrote this haiku at age 72.
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73. “copious songs” (p. 68)
kigo: 夕ひぐらし yū higurashi, autumn dusk
cicada: Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in 1992.
74. “Oki Isles — just now” (p. 69)
kigo: 冬の雷 fuyu no rai, winter thunderbolt;
Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1992. On the
death of his haiku teacher, Katō Shūson,
formed his own haiku journal-group, Winter
Thunder [Kanrai] in 1940. This haiku and
the next drew upon Katō Shūson’s haiku
masterpiece:
隠岐やいま木の芽をかこむ怒涛かな
oki ya ima konome wo kakomu dotō kana
Oki Isles – just now
violent waves strike
surround seedlings of trees
The Oki Isles are a traditional place
of exile. In 1941, Katō Shūson left the
mainland and came to these islands. There,
he sympathized with the historical figure
of the Emperor Go-Toba, who had been
defeated in a civil war (the Jōkyū War, 1221
CE) and banished to these islands. Go-toba
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was also a renowned poet. Shūson wrote
178 haiku, publishing them in his collection
After Snow Heaven [Setsugo no ten], in the
midst of WWII (1943). Within, he used
the phrase “violent waves strike [dotō]”
numerous times.
75. “how youthful my master’s grandson” (p. 69)
kigo: 山茶花 sazanka, camellia (sasanqua);
Spring.
Meter: 5-4-8. Composed in 1992. On the
death of Katō Shūson.
76. “a pine tree withers” (p. 70)
kigo: 時雨 shigure, winter rain; Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1992. On
the death of Katō Shūson. For “violent
waves (dotō)” see note 74. In the Japanese
tradition, a pine tree is a symbol of longevity because it does not wither, even in
winter. The evergreen quality of the pine
tree is celebrated in various legends and
literary works as well. However, in this
haiku, “a pine tree withers.” This reflects
the death of Kaneko’s haiku mentor.
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Section 4
A Poet of Ikimonfūei,
1994 – 2012
77. “sleeping well” (p. 73)
kigo: 枯野 kareno, withered moor; Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1997. This haiku
is based on Basho’s deathbed haiku:
旅に病んで夢は枯野をかけめぐる
tabi ni yande yume wa kareno wo kakemeguru
plagued by travel
my dream wanders
over a withered moor
78. “ancient plum tree” (p. 73)
kigo: 老梅 rōbai, ancient plum tree; Spring.
残雪 zansetsu, remaining snow; Spring.
Meter: 5-4-9. Composed between 1997–
2000. The kigo “rōbai” (ancient plum tree)
implies the advanced age of the poet.
“hakudaku” (white cloudy-white) suggests a
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springtime thaw — as well as the color of
sperm. In this haiku, the figure of an older
man possessing sexual vigor is suggested.
79. “a baby cries and cries” (p. 74)
kigo: さくら sakura, cherry blossoms; Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed between 1997–
2000.
80. “birds migrate” (p. 74)
kigo: 鳥渡り tori watari, bird migration; Autumn. 月 tsuki, moon; Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed between 1997–
2000.
81. “a green frog” (p. 75)
kigo: 雨蛙 amagaeru, green frog; Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed between 1997–
2000.
This haiku reminds us of Issa’s wit, or
ikimono kankaku (cf. Volume One of this
series, and “Glossary” herein), rather than
Bashō’s taste.
82. “on a wolf ” (p. 75)
kigo: 狼 ōkami, wolf; Winter. 蛍 hotaru firefly;
Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1998. This haiku
is written in a highly colloquial style, and
its literal meaning is plain. There is as well
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a mythical and mystical interpretation.
Today, there are no wolves in Japan, as the
Japanese wolf (yamainu) became extinct
in 1905. However, in rural villages, wolves
were worshipped as guardian spirits of
the harvest because they defeated vermin.
Especially in the Chichibu area, wolfworshipping was very popular. The word
ōkami (wolf) was understood as “ō-kami”
(the “great” divinity). In Mitsumine Shrine
(in Chichibu), divine wolves were given a
sacred name: “ō-kushi no ma-kami” (the true
divinity possessing a huge mouth). Groups
of believers known as Mitsumine-kō were
formed, and the shrine distributed sacredpaper amulets (a type of ofuda). The amulet
paper had the same power as a wolf (one
amulet equals one wolf), and could guard
or protect 50 houses from various troubles.
The second kigo, firefly, is also a mysterious
creature, as it was believed to be the living
spirit of a dead soul.
83. “linden leaves begin to yellow” (p. 76)
kigo: 菩提樹 bodaiju, the Bodhi Tree or
linden tree; Summer.
Meter: 9-9. Composed in Berlin, 1999. In
Buddhism, a bodaiju is the sacred Bodhi
tree. In Sanskrit, the word “nirvana” is
also written as “bodhi.” Under this kind
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of tree, the Buddha (Gotama Siddhārtha)
achieved complete enlightenment. There
are several spices known as bodaiju: Indian,
Japanese and European bodaiju (linden), as
well as others. The Japanese bodaiju was
brought back from China by Eisai (11411215 CE), the founder of the Rinzai School
(of Japan). (The European bodaiju (linden)
is not directly associated with the Buddhist
tradition.) The Austrian composer Schubert
composed “Der Lindenbaum” as a section
of Winterreise. Here, the tree is associated
with romanticism. In this haiku, the author
is in Berlin, so the tree may ostensibly
be the European bodaiju (linden), which
Schubert cherished. However, the poet
mixes manifold connotations of the tree in
this haiku. It is notable that on November
10, 1989, Kaneko was present at the fall of
the Berlin Wall.
84. “the capital” (p. 76)
kigo: 満月 mangetsu, full moon; Autumn.
Meter: 5-8-6. Composed in Berlin, Germany, 1999. See the above note on Berlin.
85. “running through forsythia” (p. 77)
kigo: 連翹 rengyō, Spring.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed between 1997–
2000.
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86. “solace into sleep” (p. 77)
kigo: 蛸 tako, octopus: Summer.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed in 2000. Kaneko
wrote this haiku when his wife underwent
a second surgery due to cancer.
87. “hey, crane! (on a rock)” (p. 78)
kigo: 鶴 tsuru, crane: Winter.
Meter: 3-10-4. Composed between 200008. In Japan, as well as East Asia generally,
the crane is a sacred bird symbolizing
longevity. In this haiku, among others,
Kaneko presents a comparative / contrastive equality / analogy between human and
animal, in terms of rawness.
88. “hey, crane! (a baby)” (p. 78)
kigo: 鶴 tsuru, crane: Winter.
Meter: 3-7-6. Composed between 2000-08.
89. “hey, crane! (more than a man)” (p. 79)
kigo: 鶴 tsuru, crane: Winter.
Meter: 3-9-4. Composed between 2000-08.
90. “in a turbid stream” (p. 80)
kigo: 冬籠 fuyugomori, winter seclusion;
Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed between 2000-08.
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91. “my long-lived mother” (p. 81)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed between 200008. Kaneko often quotes this haiku as
a prime example of what he refers to as
“raw” haiku. In our interview with him, he
explained:
My long-lived mother . . . My mother
lived until the age of 104, and thanks to
her I’ve lived a long life. Her genes were
passed on to me. My long-lived mother.
Shit, excrement. Born as if a shit — she
delivered us as if a shit. The midwife
who delivered children for my mother
said as much when I was born: “Okasan
(mother), you’re strong and healthy, you
birthed this baby just like taking a shit.”
From that point on, she would say we
kids all looked like shits. I had to listen to
that . . . Yes, very raw, very raw. Because
it is so completely raw, people either
love or hate that haiku. Abe Kan’ichi
(1928–2009), who I think was a kind of
genius as a poet and a haijin (he worked
as a doctor), really prized this haiku of
mine. He said tears would come to his
eyes when he talked about this haiku
(cf. Volume Two of this series, p. 36).
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92. “danger is autumn heaven” (p. 82)
kigo: 秋天 shūten, autumn heaven; Autumn.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed at the time of the
September 11, 2001 attacks.
93. “a crescent moon rises” (p. 83)
kigo: 新月 shingetsu, new crescent moon:
Autumn.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed at the time of
the September 11, 2001 attacks. In today’s
Japanese, shingetsu means new moon. In
traditional haiku usage, the word also
suggests a crescent moon. In this haiku,
a crescent moon, as an Islamic symbol, is
implied.
94. “speaking of life” (p. 84)
kigo: 雄鹿 ojika, stag: Autumn.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed in 2006.
95. “attachment (moon’s eunuchs)” (p. 84)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Seoul, Korea,
between 2008-10. In Hyoja-dong, Seochon
District, Seoul, a number of special
houses, known as “eunuch homes” existed,
connected by a labyrinth of passageways
(these routes have since been destroyed by
redevelopment).
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96. “on a sand spit” (p. 85)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in Hokkaido,
between 2008-10.
97. “up to this point a manatee” (p. 85)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-8-3. Composed in 2008.
Jugon (a.k.a. dugong) is a marine mammal
similar to the manatee in Asia and East
Africa. The creature was believed to be a
kind of ningyo (mermaid). Fugu is a type
of blowfish, which has a strong poison. In
Japan, only cooks with a special license are
allowed to prepare the fish. Among various
fugu, torafugu (tiger fugu) is regarded as the
most delicious, the most poisonous, and
the most expensive. This haiku also reflects
a belief in reincarnation.
98. “an autumn crab” (p. 86)
kigo: 秋の蟹 aki no kani, autumn crab:
Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Hokkaido, in
2010, after Kaneko underwent surgery for
cancer.
99. “after the tsunami disaster” (p. 86)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-8-3. Composed in 2011. Concern-
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ing the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, tsunami,
and the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant Accident.
100. “radiation, chased away” (p. 87)
kigo: 子猫 koneko, kitten: Spring.
Meter: 6-7-7. Composed in 2011. Concerning the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, tsunami,
and the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant Accident. Can also be “a kitten.”
101. “irradiated cows” (p. 87)
kigo: 水田 suiden, rice paddy; Summer.
Meter: 8-8-4. Composed in 2011. Concerning the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, tsunami,
and the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant Accident. In the “nuclear evacuated
zone” of Fukushima (e.g., Ītate village, etc.),
people had to leave cows and other animals
there (cf. Kamelia Angelova, “A Rare Look
Inside The Fukushima Evacuation Zone,”
Business Insider “tinyurl.com/8umdvsl”).
102. “cesium” (p. 88)
kigo: 白鳥 hakuchō, swan: Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5.Composed in 2012. Concerning the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake, tsunami,
and the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant Accident. Cesium was one of the
primary radioactive elements released into
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the environment, both during and following
the nuclear accident. The Abukuma River
is the main river of Fukushima. Kaneko
lived on its river bank, 1950-52. Even after
the nuclear incident, swans continued to
fly to the Abukuma River. A literal reading
of this haiku applies the possessive particle
for cesium, and the river, as: “cesium’s those
Abukuma River’s swans?’
103. “on the sea moonlight” (p. 88)
kigo: 月明 getsumei, moonlight; Autumn.
Meter: 7-5-8. Composed in 2011. There is
a Japanese proverb, “fire on the opposite
shore” (taigan no kaji), which refers to
someone else’s misfortune. So in this
context, it is possible that the phrase
“hitobito no kotoba” (people’s / everyone’s
words / language) can be read as “everyone’s
way with words.” In another interpretation,
it is possible that “the opposite shore” can
be understood as the other world or other
dimension — a transcendent state — as in
the Japanese folk belief of higan (opposite
shore) or as expressed within the Buddhist
Heart Sutra. In this interpretation,
the phrase “hitobito no kotoba” indicates
positive, humane language.
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104. “on the sea moonlight earthquake” (p. 89)
kigo: 月明 getsumei, moonlight; Autumn.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in 2012. With reference to the Fukushima disaster.
105. “towards recovery” (p. 89)
kigo: 冬の松 fuyu no matsu, winter pine (a
symbol of longevity); Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 2012. With
reference to the Fukushima disaster: In
this context, fuyu no matsu refers to the
pine tree in Rikuzen, Takada City, Iwate
Prefecture, Tohoku District. Due to the
tsunami, about 70,000 pine trees were
destroyed, and only this lone tree survived.
It has thus become a symbol of restoration
from the disaster; its photographic image
continues to be prevalent in Japanese
media.
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Kaneko Tohta
Annotated Chronology
1961 – 2012
Note. All haiku examples given below are by
first-lines only (in quotes). The haiku and notes
can be located in the preceding sections. Please
consult the “Alphabetical Index of First Lines”
to locate the respective haiku.
1961 (Showa 36) Age 42
Publishes “The Age of Poetry” (presented at
a speech at the Haiku Review Convention) in
the January issue of Haiku Research, in addition
to “Haiku Circle Commentary,” which appears
in the January to March issues of the same
journal. Participates in a discussion titled
“Breaking Through the Problems of Modern
Haiku” with Sawaki Kin’ichi, Harako Kōhei,
Takayanagi Jūshin, and Kusumoto Ken’kichi
(moderator), which is later published in the
July issue of Haiku Research. A debate with
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Takayanagi Jūshin titled “Inside the Whirlpool
of Zen’ei [avant-garde]” is published in the
November issue of Haiku Research. Beginning
in the January issue of Haiku, contributes six
installments under the title “Zōkei Haiku —
Six Chapters.” Writes about his debates with
Nakamura Kusatao concerning “modern haiku”
and writes “An Introduction to Modern Haiku”
in the Asahi Newspaper. Holds a roundtable talk
with Nakamura Shirō, Akimoto Fujio, and Mori
Sumio titled “What is Modern Haiku?” which
is written up in the August and September
issues of Haiku. In December, the Modern
Haiku Association splinters, resulting in the
formation of the Haiku Poets Association. In
July, publishes his second haiku collection, The
Collected Haiku of Kaneko Tohta [Kaneko Tohta
Kushū] (pub. Kaze, later by Yūshorin HaikuBunko).
1962 (Showa 37) Age 43
Continues his debate in the form of a
correspondence with Kusatao in a January Haiku
articled titled “Issues and Questions in Modern
Haiku.” Writes an article titled “Another
response to Nakamura Kusatao on the ‘Issues
and Questions in Modern Haiku’” in the March
issue of the same journal. Begins publication
of the journal and founds the group Kaitei in
April, which he uses to engage in a series of four
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dialogues with Harako Kōhei, Sawaki Kin’ichi,
Akagi Sakae, and Ishihara Yatsuka. Takes over
responsibilities for selecting haiku for the
Hokkai Times after the passing of Saitō Sanki (in
this year). Writes “Unproductive, Challenging
Year” in the annual edition of Haiku Research.
Composes “a godless pilgrim.”
1964 (Showa 39) Age 44
Holds a New Year celebration for Kaitei at the
home of Sumi Ryūichi. Holds the first Kaitai
national convention in the Asakusa Denpōin
in April. Conducts a workshop located at the
“three peaks” of Mt. Chichibu. In July, The Essay
on The Short Form Poetic Literature [Tanshikei
bungaku ron] (co-authored with Okai Takashi,
pub. Kinokuniya) is published.
1964 (Showa 39) Age 45
Beginning in the January issue of Haiku
contributes six installments titled “Monthly
Review.” In February, holds the Kansai
convention for Kaitei at the Hokusetsu
mountain lodge. At Chichibu, unveils a
memorial haiku inscription composed by his
father, Isekikō. A three-way conversation
with Mitani Akira and Takayanagi Jūshin is
published in the April issue of Haiku Research
under the title “Zenei after Transliteration.” In
August, goes to Hokkaidō with Miya Shūji to
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attend a Hokkai Times symposium on tanka and
haiku. Buys land in Kumagaya in August. In
Jyōshū, an area famous for its river hot springs,
attends a poetry workshop. His uncle Hama’ide
Atsuo passes away. Becomes a judge of the haiku
column of the Yomiuri Newspaper, and for the
third-year Junior High School student regional
publication of Gakken. Composes “village of fog.”
1965 (Showa 40) Age 46
In April, publishes “Kaitei Combined Haiku
Collection” (pub. Kaitei). In June, holds the
first Kaitei National Members Conference
in Tōkyō. Kon’nichi no Haiku [Today’s Haiku]
(pub. Kōbunsha Kappa Books) published in
September.
1966 (Showa 41) Age 47
In February, attends the Chiba Futtsu City
haiku workshop, followed by an April workshop
in Mt. Akagi. Contributes an article titled
“Concerning Today’s Haiku” in the January
issue of Haiku, and “Including Kigo and 5-7-5:
Don’t Mistake the Argument” in the June issue
of the same journal. In September, holds the
Kaitei Fifth Anniversary Reception in Tokyo.
Lectures at the Waseda University Culture
Festival. In August, Kaitei Postwar Haiku Circle
publishes The Collected Haiku of Kaneko Tohta
[Kaneko Tohta Kushū].
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1967 (Showa 42) Age 48
Travels to Aomori for several reasons, including
attendance at the Toyoyama Chikage Modern
Haiku Association Award ceremony. Guided by
Narita Senkū, walks through the Tsugaru area.
Composes “freezing flesh: Tohoku.”
Gives a number of talks to the Modern Haiku
Association, among others. In the special
edition of the May issue of Haiku Research
highlighting the life Katō Shūson, writes an
article titled “Shūson’s Recent Writings.” Is
featured in a Haiku Research special project
in the June issue titled “Modern Haiku Poet
Profile Series: Featuring Kaneko Tohta.” Writes
“Before Haiku — Up to the Completion of
Junior High,” compiled by Idezawa Santarō
and nine others. In July, moves his residence to
Kumagaya City, and during this year, in Haiku
Research, critiques the works and thought of
Akagi Sakae, Satō Onifusa, and others.
1968 (Showa 43) Age 49
In January, the Saitama Committee to Promote
the Arts is inaugurated. In April, attends
his parents’ golden wedding anniversary at
Yatsugawa in Chichibu. In August, participates
in the Kanrai 300 Issue Memorial Meeting in
Mizukami. Is profiled in the October issue of
Haiku, in a piece titled “Special Feature: Modern
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Haiku — Kaneko Tohta.” In collaboration
with 11 poets, including Hayashida Kineo,
Katō Shūson, and Iida Ryūta, writes “Kaneko
Tohta: Recent Poems.” In Haiku Research writes
“Kineo and the Postwar Generation” for the
July issue, and “Kigo: Various/Miscellaneous
Thoughts on Kigo” for the September issue. In
April, publishes third haiku collection Wanwan
(pub. Sansei-sha).
1969 (Showa 44) Age 50
In June, holds the Kaitei eighth anniversary
meeting in Yugawara. On February 1st, fatherin-law Shiotani Kakusaburō passes away. In the
same month, holds the Kaitei Haiku Festival in
the Shigaku Kaikan [The House of the League
of Private Schools]. Writes “The Naïve Heart,
Old Age” (a special feature on Hasegawa
Kanajo) in the August issue of Haiku Research,
as well as “Social Consciousness and Existence”
in the September issue. In the December issue
of the same journal, writes “Kokkei [Humor]”
from a speech given at the First Annual Haiku
Research Haiku Conference. From this period
onward, discussions concerning the concepts
of the “Tohta turnaround” as reactionary, and
criticism of calls for a return to more traditional
forms of haiku, as well as criticism in reaction
to all of these issues, occur within the Zen’ei
movement. The divisions between the “social
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consciousness faction” and the “modernist
faction” begin to become apparent. Kaneko
strives to realize a “genuine realism.”
1970 (Showa 45) Age 51
In January, composes the school song for
hometown Minano Junior High School. Writes
“Pear Tree” in memory of the passing of
Ōyama Tetsuya, a gifted poet who had worked
tirelessly as editor of Kaitei. Writes a series of
articles in Haiku Research, including “Women
Poets’ Hierarchy” (May), “Yatsuka as a Friend”
(August), and “To Aspiring Poets” (October). In
October, father Isekikō is awarded the Saitama
Prefectural Sociocultural Award. Is in charge
of the haiku for the Gakushū Kenkyūsha
magazine, “First Year High School Course.” In
the August issue of Haiku, in a critique of “My
Policy, My Haiku Theory,” writes “The Earthen
Part is Mine.” (The title refers to Masaoka
Shiki’s tanka, quoting Hori Toru’s article “The
Meaning of Shasei for Shiki.”)
Shiki’s tanka:
混沌が二つに分かれ天となり土となるそ
の士がたわれは
konton ga futatsu ni wakare ten to nari tsuchi
to naru sono tsuchi gata ware wa (5-7-5-7-7)
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chaos comes into the two
        one heaven
one earth
the earthen part is
           mine
In October, publishes a collection of reviews
titled, Teikei Discourses (pub. Kaitei).
1971 (Showa 46) Age 52
In June, holds the Kaitei Tenth Anniversary
Meeting in the Shigaku Kaikan in Tokyo. Is
featured in the August issue of Haiku under
the title “A Connoisseur of Modern Insanity”
(fūkyō). In September, after the Kaitei Hokkaidō
Conference, travels with (wife and noted haiku
poet) Minako to celebrated places in Hokkaidō,
such as Kushiro, Akan, Abashiri, and Sōunkyō.
Writes “Teijyū Hyōhaku” [Settled Wandering]
in Readers Weekly. Speaks at various functions,
including the Second Atomic Memorial Tokyo
Conference. Writes “Authentic Modern Haiku”
in Kaitei.
1971 (Showa 46) Age 52
In January, holds a Kaitei workshop on the Sayū
Coast, in Fukui Prefecture. In February, engages
in a dialogue with Mori Sumio, published
in Haiku under the titles “Free Discussion
on Zōka [i.e. the essential energy of nature,
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which creates, maintains, and destroys],”
and “A Note Titled ‘Growth’: On the Haiku
Collection Youth” in the May issue. Also in
May, in Modern Haiku Universe, Volume 10 (pub.
Kadokawa Shoten), re-publishes first haiku
collection, Youth [Shōnen]. In the same monthly
publication writes “Kansai at the Time.” In
June, attends the Kaitei National Members
Conference in Neyagawa. Contributes a serial
piece titled “Chichibu Poor People Party” in
the Asahi Newspaper. Writes extensively on
the relationship between Santōka and Hōsai.
Publishes Haiku: Construction and Today’s Short
Form (pub. Hokuyōsha) in July, a collection of
reviews titled Teijyū Hyōhaku (pub. Shunjyūsha)
in October, and a fourth poem collection,
Dark Green Topography, (pub. Makiyōsha) in
November.
1973 (Showa 48) Age 54
In the special feature of the February issue
of Haiku Research titled “Hōsai and Santōka’s
World,” writes “Journey and Wandering.” In
April, unveiling of a monument commemorating
Isekikō’s (father’s) “Chichibu Dance.” Isekikō’s
“Chichibu Dance” appears in the May issue of
Haiku. In June, the Kaitei National Members
Conference is held in Tokyō. Speaks at various
functions, including to the Kyūshū Haiku
Association. Writes “Remembering Issa” in the
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July and August issues of Haiku. In September,
first poem collection, Youth, appears in the
Modern Haiku Literary Universe Volume 95
Modern Haiku (pub. Chikuma Shobō). In
October, publishes “Commentary on Issa’s
Collections” in Japanese Classics 22 “Buson,
Ryōkan, and Issa” (pub. Kawaide Shobō
Shinsha). Writes “Everyday Writing” in Modern
Poetry Notebook, and “Poetic Form One-Way” in
Haiku and Essay.
1974 (Showa 49) Age 55
In January, Kaitei publishes its 100th Issue
Anniversary Issue. On May 17, eldest son,
Makoto, marries Hoshino Chikako. On
September 14, volunteers from The Bank
of Japan hold the “Kaneko Tohta Exposed
Company Reunion” at the Gakushi Kaikan
(Bachelor Hall). On September 30, formally
retires from The Bank of Japan. Takes up
teaching position at Jyōbu University through
the goodwill of Aiba Uryū. In a special feature
“Around Objects and Words” in the November
issue of Haiku Research, writes an article titled
“Objects and Words: The Current Situation of
and Recommendation for Haiku.” In February,
publishes Walking in the History of Philosophy,
which compiles Kaneko’s essay “Chichibu
Poor People Party” (pub. Asahi Newspaper).
In July, Japanese History Revisited, compiles
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his article “Issa” (pub. Kadokawa Shoten).
Writes “Objects and Words” for the Mainichi
newspaper, “Peoples’ Poems” in the Asahi
newspaper, and “Panda Hotel Sketch.” Appears
on television and in magazines frequently
to participate in roundtable discussions on
topics relating to Issa and Santōka. Builds a
mountain home in Hiragusa, in Chichibu. In
July, publishes his fifth haiku collection, Early
Spring, Visiting a Grave (pub. Yugawa Shobō). In
August, publishes the critical biography Taneda
Santōka (pub. Kōdansha Gendai Shinsho). In
November, publishes a collection of critical
essays titled Poetic Form, This One [ippon] (pub.
Nagata-Shobō).
1975 (Showa 50) Age 56
In February, holds the first Kaitei National
Members Conference in Ōsaka. In the same
month, Maki Hideo publishes a critical
book, On Kaneko Tohta (pub. Nagata Shobō).
Contributes an article titled “Tradition and
the Contemporary: From My Experience” in
the May issue of Haiku Research, as a part of
“Featured Essays on Kaneko Tohta.” In the
same issue, publishes his own selected 200
haiku, running from his first haiku book, Youth
[Shōnen], through to his fifth, latest at this time,
Early Spring, Visiting a Grave [Sōshun-tenbo].
In the June issue of Haiku, has a discussion
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with Tamura Ryūichi, under the title “Things,
Improvisation, and Language.” In August, holds
a Kaitei workshop at Lake Suwa. From the end
of the previous year, a controversy concerning
“things and language” comes to the fore. In
June, publishes The Complete Haiku Collection
of Kaneko Tohta [Kaneko Tohta Zen kushū],
compiling his unpublished haiku collection,
Growth [Seichō] (pub. Rippu Shobō), and his
sixth haiku collection, A Cunning Boy [Kōdō],
in it. In July, publishes his collected essays
The Haiku Boy’s Crazy Tales [Haidō guwa] (pub.
Hokuyō-sha).
1976 (Showa 51) Age 57
In February, holds the first Kaitei National
Members Conference in Nagoya. In the same
month, contributes an article titled “Tales of a
Prick” in the February issue of Haiku, as a part
of the commemoration essays on Kadokawa
Gengi. In the March issue of the same journal,
writes “Twenty-five Years Ago” as a part of the
commemoration essays on Ishikawa Keirō.
In June, joins the Kyushu Modern Haiku
Association, and goes to Sasebo. In September,
grandson Tomotaō is born.
1977 (Showa 52) Age 58
Has discussion with Îida Ryūta and Mori Sumio,
under the topic “The Newness and Oldness
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of Haiku” in the January issue of Haiku. In
June, holds the 15th Memorial Kaitei National
Members Conference in Tokyo. Its theme is
“For the New Origin of Gendai Haiku.” There,
delivers a lecture under the title “On Lyricism.”
In September, his father Isekikō dies, age 88.
Minano town holds a funeral for him. Founds
Kaitei–shinsha Publisher and Haiku Bunko
Library Series. Publishes 400 haiku and an
essay “My Working Notebook” in The Collected
Works of Gendai Haiku Volume II (pub. Rippū
Shobō). In the November issue of Haiku, has
discussion with Takayanagi Jūshin under the
topic “Something to be searched for in haiku.”
In June, publishes his seventh haiku collection,
Extract of Journey [Roji Shōroku] (pub. Kōzōsha). In August, publishes his essay collection
An Article on the Common People [Aru shomin kō]
(pub. Gōdō-Shuppan).
1978 (Showa 53) Age 59
In April, begins to hold a lecture class at Asahi
Culture Center. Holds the Kaitei National
Members Conference in Arashiyama, Kyōto.
In April in Tokyo, holds “Kaitei Kanto Haiku
Festival,” not for Kaneko Tohta himself but
for the other 24 haiku poets’ books at Shigaku
Kaikan (The House of the Private School
Aid). In October, contributes an essay called
“The Village of Dew” for Iida Ryūta Reader.
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In November, wins the Saitama Prefecture
Culture Award. In June, publishes My Favorite
Haiku, One Hundred Haiku [Aiku hyakku] (pub.
Kōdansha).
1979 (Showa 54) Age 60
In March, resigns the professorship of Jōbu
University. Contributes an article titled “Kokoro
and Haikai” in the 150th memorial issue of Kaitei
(February and March combined number), as
a part of featured essays on “Today’s Phase of
Haiku Form.” In June, holds the Kaitei National
Members Conference in Hachinohe. In July,
commences Chichibu Haiku Dōjō. In December,
grandson Atsutake is born. In July, publishes
The Haikai of the Wanderers [Nagareyuku mono
no haikai] (pub. Asahi Sonorama), and in
September, publishes Introduction to Haiku
[Haiku nyūmon] (pub. Hokuyōsha).
1980 (Showa 55) Age 61
In February, holds the Kaitei National Members
Conference in Matsuzaka, Mie. In July, joins
the first Haiku Poets Visit China Group, which
has Ōno Rinka as its president, and goes to
China. In February, publishes his haiku as a
volume of Gendai Haiku Library series, Kaneko
Tohta (500 haiku selected by himself, pub. Sōgō
Bijutsusha). In September, publishes Kobayashi
Issa (pub. Kōdansha Gendai Shinsho).
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1981 (Showa 56) Age 62
In February, holds the Kaitei National Members
Conference in Nara. Contributes his works to
“Gendai Haiku Autograph Exhibition of the
Eight Poets” at the Gallery of Takashimaya
Department Store, Nihonbashi, Tokyō. In
June, publishes The Tales of Nakasendō [Nakasendō
monogatari] (pub. Yoshino Kyōiku Tosho], and
The Sketches of Panda-Apartment [Panda-sōu tenkei]
(pub. Fuyukisha). In September, publishes his
eighth haiku collection, The Nomadic Collection
[Yūbokushū] (pub. Sōdosha).
1982 (Showa 57) Age 63
In July, holds the 20th Memorial Kaitei National
Members Conference at Ikenohata Culture
Center, Ueno, Tokyō. Publishes a 20th-year
memorial anthology, The Kaitei Haiku Collection.
In the same month (July), compiles Kaneko
Tohta’s third haiku collection, Wanwan, in The
Gendai Haiku Corpus, Volume 14 (pub. Kawaide
Shobō Shinsha). Haiku Research features essays
on him: “Special Essays on Kaneko Tohta.” In
July, publishes his ninth haiku collection, The
Wild Boar and Sheep [Choyō-shū] (pub. Modern
Haiku Association).
1983 (Showa 58) Age 64
In September, visits Fukui prefecture to attend
the General Conference of Modern Haiku
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Association Hokuriku Branch. As a part of
commemoration essays on Nakamura Kusatao,
contributes an article titled “The Death of
a Poet, and After” in the November issue
of Haiku.   In December, after the death of
Yokoyama Hakko, becomes the President of
the Modern Haiku Association. Becomes a
judge of Kadokawa Haiku Award. In December,
publishes The Collected Haiku of Issa [Issa kushu]
and The Drifting Three: Issa, Hōsai and Santōka
[Hyōhaku sannin: Issa Hōsai Santōka] (pub. Iizuka
Shoten).
1984 (Showa 59) Age 64
In April, starts to publish My Postwar Haiku
History serially in the journal of Kaitei. Attends
the General Conference of Modern Haiku
Association Shikoku Branch, in Takayama.
Appears on the NHK TV program, Mikuni
Minato, Kasen. (Note: Kasen [a.k.a. Hasegawa,
c. 1716-76] is a notable female haiku poet of the
Edo period, who lived in the town of Mikuni
Minato. She was a cultivated geisha, who was
educated by the 17th chief priest of Eishō-ji
Temple and haiku poet, Shugihara Harō. She
was renowned for her poetry, calligraphy, tea
ceremony, koto playing, the art of “listening” to
incense [kōdō], and so on. Although she was a
geisha, she traveled to many locales, including
Edo (present-day Tokyo), and broadened her
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relationships. She maintained a correspondence
with another celebrated female haiku poet,
Kaga no Chiyojo [a. k. a. Chiyo-ni, 1703-1775].
Like Chiyojo, she died as a nun. “Kasen” is her
Buddhist name. Her birthname is Gin, and her
geisha name is Hasegawa the First.)
Attends the General Conference of
Modern Haiku Association Kyushu Branch,
in Takayama.   In September, holds the Kaitei
National Members Conference in Ōsaka. In
October, holds the National Conference of
Modern Haiku Association in Nagoya. In
February, publishes Tohta Haiku School [Tohta
haiku kyōshitsu] (pub. Nagata Shobō); in May,
publishes The Collected Works of Kaneko Tohta
and Takayanagi Jyūshin [Kaneko Tohta Takayanagi
Jyūshin shū] (pub. Asahi Shimbun, Asahi
Bunko); in June, publishes his critical essay
collection The Essential Nature of Haiku [haiku
no honshitsu] (pub. Iizuka Shobō); in December,
publishes his essay collections, The Poetic Tales
of Tohta [Tohta shiwa] and The Haiku School of
the Age of Sensitivity [Kansei jidai no haiku juku]
(pub. Sankei).
1985 (Showa 60) Age 66
In February, visits Nagasaki to attend the
Conference of the haiku group Doyō [Saturday],
which is led by Kuma Haruto. In March, with
the members and supporters of Kaitei, departs
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with China Haiku Travel, and visits Hong
Kong, Guilin, and goes down Li River, arriving
at Guangzhou. Contributes an article titled
“The Deep Heart of ‘Romanticism’” in the
April issue of Haiku, as a part of “The Centurial
Commemoration Essays on the Birth of Īda
Dakotsu.” In June, according to the decision
at the Kaitei National Members Conference in
Nagoya and the group’s conference, becomes
shusai [leader / President] of Kaitei, from having
been a dojin-daihyo [a representative member].
(Note: Up until this year, in order to maintain
the equality of its members, Kaneko Tohta’s
group did not possess a shusai. His position
was as a mere “representative member.”) In
September, becomes a judge of Fukushima
Prefecture Literature Award. Visits Jikōji Temple, Tokigawa Village, Oku-Musashi
area, to hold an interview with Donald Keene
(for NHK TV). There, is surprised at the
enthusiasm “as if it was a Kōhaku Uta Gassen”
[the famous music festival of Japan, held on
December 31, every year]. Beginning with the
April issue of Kaitei, begins writing a column,
“The Conversation of Panda Apartment,” to
answer group members’ questions. In June,
publishes his tenth haiku collection, The Book
of Songs, Odes of Countries [Shikyō-kokufu, or in
Chinese, Shī Jīng Guo Feng] (pub. Kadokawa
Shoten). (Note: This haiku collection is based
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on the Chinese classic The Book of Songs, said
to be compiled by Confucius. It is the oldest
poetic anthology of East Asia.)
Additional works: In March, publishes
Reading Gendai Haiku [Gendai haiku o yomu] (pub.
Iizuka Shoten), and in December, publishes
My Postwar Haiku History [Waga sengo haiku shī]
(pub. Iwanami Shoten).
1986 (Showa 61) Age 67
Begins a series of lectures titled “Issa” at
the NHK Cultural Center. In April, goes to
Takedao, in Hyōgo Prefecture, and Onomichi,
in Hiroshima Prefecture, to participate in the
Panda Apartment Discussion Circle, where he
is joined by the Kansai members of Kaitei. In
Sendai, joins the Modern Haiku Association
North-East Japan Chapter. In June, as the group
leader of the “Canada Haiku Journey,” spends
eight days traveling in the Canadian Rockies.
Speaks at the University of British Columbia. In
November, erects a stele with haiku inscribed
in the town of Furugawa, in Hida. The haiku
inscribed is “healthy complexion.”
Visits Kashiwabara, Nagano Prefecture for
the 160th Memorial Issa Haiku Competition. In
December, is appointed to be the judge of the
“Asahi Newspaper Haiku Column.” In the same
month, publishes his eleventh haiku collection,
Minano (pub. Rippū Shobō).
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1987 (Showa 62) Age 68
In July, during the “Chinese Journey,” held by
the Modern Haiku Association, along with
members including Kubota Getsureishi, visits
Peking [Beijing], Chōan [Chang’an] and Sōshū
[Suzhu] in China. In August, holds the 25th
Year Anniversary Kaitei Gathering with the
theme “Making Use of ‘Oldies but Goodies’
in the Modern Era,” held in the Kudan
Kaikan, Tōkyō. Afterwards, holds an evening
festival at the Chigirajin-Sentei Hotel, in
Ikaho. In September, attends Modern Haiku
Association Hokuriku Haiku Conference in
Takaoka City. In October, goes to Kumamoto
for the National Cultural Festival, hosted by
the Cultural Affairs Agency. Visits Shanghai,
Kōshū [Hangzhu], Shōkō [Shaoxing], Chinkō
[Zhenjiang] and Yōshū [Yangzhou] as a member
of China Jiongnon Haiku Composition
Journey, sponsored by the Asahi Haiku Circle.
In Yamagata City, engages in a discussion
with Robert Reid, the young painter who had
trekked the entirety of “the Inner, Narrow
Way” [Oku no hoso michi]. Publishes Haiku
Sermon (pub. Sakitama Shuppankai) in August;
Kobayashi Issa — A Critical Biography According
to his Poems (pub. Ozawa Shoten) in September;
Panda Apartment Discussion-circle (pub. Iizuka
Shoten) and Wander Gyōkitsu (pub. Shūeisha,
afterwards Shūeisha Bunko).
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1988 (Showa 63) Age 69
Publishes a three-way conversation between
himself, Iida Ryūta, and Mori Sumio in issues
between January and December of Haiku
Research (excluding October, and including
a guest appearance by Ogata Tsutomu).
Various themes in order of publication
include the following: “Language, Things,
Ideas,” “Unfinished Art,” “Haiku of an Era
Without Ideology,” “Artistic Consciousness
of the Everyday,” “The Two Paths to Haiku,”
“Emotion of the Masses and Haiku Language,”
“Wabi in Ordinary Life, and Elegance,” “Haiku
and the Consciousness of History,” “Shasei and
Pathos,” “Fact and Imagination,” and “Selfsufficiency and Creative Writing.” In March,
travels to Matsuyama City to attend the Modern
Haiku Association Shikoku Conference. For
a discussion in the April issue of Kaitei, titled
“People: Showa Haiku History,” visits Tōgo Sayū,
in Shibushi, Kagoshima, and Sakaguchi Gaishi,
in Sasebo. In June, holds an anniversary party
to commemorate the publication of Kaneko
Minako’s haiku collection Insect-Hunting Flower
at the famous Matsumoto Torō restaurant
in Tokyo’s Hibiya Park. Goes to Sapporo
to attend the Modern Haiku Association
Hokkaidō Conference. Goes to Fukushima
to participate in a meeting of the Modern
Haiku Association Tōhoku Committee. In
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January, receives the Shijyu Medal of Honor
(Purple Ribbon). Kaneko Minako receives the
Modern Haiku Association Award. In March,
publishes Kaneko Tohta’s Gendai Haiku Juku
[Modern Haiku Lessons] (pub. Shufunotomo).  In
June, publishes a collection of conversations
titled Warm-hearted Haikai Circle (participants
include Donald Keene, Higuchi Tadahiko,
Takada Hiroshi, Inoue Hisashi, Andō Tsuguo,
Iida Ryūta, Sasaki Yukitsuna, and Ozawa Shōji)
(pub. Sanichi Shobō).
1989 (Heisei 1) Age 70
In March, celebrates the inauguration of the
Chinese Poetics Association, and visits China
along with a group of poets. In July, along with
others, visits Kumagaya and Shōjiji Temple in
the town of Nagashio to commemorate the
anniversary of his receiving the Shijyu Medal of
Honor, as well as the anniversary of his setting
up a haiku monument. This coincides with
the tenth anniversary of the founding of the
Chichibu dōjō. Composes “glittering morning
sun.”
In November, attends an event titled
“Poetic Walks [ginkō] in Morocco and Spain,”
held by the Asahi Haiku Forum (“ginkō”
refers to the practice of traveling with fellow
haijin in natural settings, often to places
and landmarks of poetic significance, and
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composing haiku related to the experience).
Publishes Two Hundred Poems from Various Poets
(pub. Shufunoyusha) in April, as well as The
Present Situation of Haiku (pub. Fujimi Shobō),
a collection of conversations between himself,
Iida Ryūta, Mori Sumio, and Ogata Tsutomu, in
June. In July, writes and edits the Gendai Haiku
Saijiki [Modern Haiku Season-word Glossary]; the
5-volume work includes a “no season” seasonword [muki-kigo] volume.
1990 (Heisei 2) Age 71
Running consecutively from January through
May in Haiku, publishes a dialogue between
himself and Okai Takashi titled “The
Construction Site of Teikei.” Along with other
poets, visits Kōshū [Hangzhou] in China to
attend the inaugural meeting of the Chinese
Waka Research Society. In September, travels
down from Peking to Jyūkei [Chongqing]
and Sankyū [The Three Gorges]. In October,
at Nagoya, attends the 27th Modern Haiku
National Convention. In the same month,
travels to Frankfurt for the purpose of
facilitating a cultural exchange with German
haiku poets. This trip occurs in the midst of
the period of the fall of the Berlin Wall and
dissolution of the Soviet Union. In November,
travels to Sushie, Takefu, and the Echizen
Seacoast to participate in the 20th Anniversary
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Meeting of the Fukui Chapter of Kaitei. Begins
a haiku forum broadcast on NHK TV.
1991 (Heisei 3) Age 72
In March, attends the Tanbara Asahi Lodge
Haiku Convention. In October, welcomes Mr.
Lin Lin (b. 1910, Vice-President of the ChinaJapan Friendship Association) visiting from
China to speak at the Modern Haiku Association Convention. In March, publishes a
self-selected collection titled Yellow (pub.
Furansudo Bunko).
1992 (Heisei 4) Age 73
In January, visits Guam and Saipan aboard the
historical educational-schooner Nippon Maru.
Sets up a memorial stele in Jyōkōin Temple, in
the Meisatsu area of Kumagaya City, on which
is inscribed “copious songs.”
From April and lasting for a year, conducts
a haiku course on NHK television. In May,
goes to Turkey with the Asahi Haiku Circle.
(As in 1989, this is a trip to visit places of
poetic significance.) In July, holds the Kaitei
30th Anniversary Meeting at the Hotel Grand
Palace in the Iida Bashi area of Tokyo. The
slogan of the meeting is the same as that of
the 25th anniversary: “Making Use of ‘Oldies
but Goodies’ in the Modern Era.” Afterwards,
takes a trip to visit various areas of poetic
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importance in the Yugawara region of Shimane
Prefecture. In July, publishes a collection of
reviews/critiques of the Kaitei 30th Anniversary
Meeting, titled Ocean Path (pub. Kaitei). Is
appointed Executive Director of the JapanChina Cultural Exchange Association. Erects a
haiku stele inside the grounds of the Ogi Shrine
(on Nakanoshima, an island in Shimane). At the
unveiling ceremony, his wife Minako attends
in his absence. Composes these haiku: “Oki
Islands,” “how youthful my master’s grandson”
and “a pine tree withers.”
In October, publishes Tohta’s Saijiki Written
in Idleness [Tohta no tsurezure saijiki] (pub.
Sōtakusha).
1993 (Heisei 5) Age 74
From January to the beginning of February
travels from Sydney to Auckland on the
cruise ship Aska Ocean University. On board,
lectures on haiku. In a special feature titled
“The World of Yamaguchi Seishi” in the May
issue of Haiku Research, writes “Getting to the
Bottom of Things.” On July 3, elder-mentor
Katō Shūson passes away at the age of 88. A
special feature titled “The World of Kaneko
Tohta” appears in the August edition of Haiku
Research. Participates in a discussion with Takai
Yūichi titled “Literariness and the Spirit of the
Common Man.” Some 41 others contribute,
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including Ogawa Kunio, Sugimori Hisao, and
Sō Sakon. In September, as the leader of the
Modern Haiku Association China Visiting
Committee, travels along the Silk Road. Travels
from Kashgar to Lake Kara Kul. Views the
yellow leaves of Ürümqi City. In the special
Katō Shūson Memorial October issue of Haiku
Research, writes “Shūson as a Teacher/Mentor.”
In November, holds “The World of Kaneko
Tohta” book fair in Tokyo at the Yaesu Book
Center and the Nihon Bashi Maruzen. In
January, publishes Kaneko Tohta, a collection
of self-selected haiku (pub. Shunyōdō Haiku
Bunko). In April, publishes Distant Verse, Near
Verse — Appreciating Beloved Haiku (pub. Fujimi
Shobō). In December, publishes Appreciating
Modern Haiku (pub. Iizuka Shoten).
1994 (Heisei 6) Age 75
In March, travels to Bali. From April begins
the “NHK Haiku Circle.” In May, is awarded
the Order of the Rising Sun [Kyokujitsushō]. In
September, goes to Cologne, Germany, to attend
the Japanese-German Haiku Convention’s recognition of the 300th Anniversary of Basho’s
Passing. Afterwards, travels throughout Germany and Italy teaching and promoting haiku.
In December, publishes To Live Twice [Nido
ikiru] (pub. Chikuma Shūhansha).
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1995 (Heisei 7) Age 76
In August, erects a haiku stele on one side of
the famous Tsubo no ishibumi in Tōhoku Town,
Aoimori Prefecture, on which is inscribed
“the center of Japan.” In September, travels
to China. Goes from Chengdu (Seitoshi) to
Mount Emei (Kabisan) (the tallest among the
Four Sacred Buddhist Mountains of China). In
Peking, engages in cultural exchange activities
involving the China Friendship Association
and various Chinese haiku poets. In January,
publishes Kaneko Tohta’s Haiku — Translated
Haiku Selection (into Chinese) through Chinese
publisher Bairin, translated by Li Mang (?2000. Former President of Japanese Tanka and
Haiku Association of China.) In July, publishes
a collection of self-selected poems titled Kaneko
Tohta (pub. Hana Jinjya/Kaō Collection in
Haiku). In December, publishes his 12th haiku
collection, Ryōshin [Both Gods] (pub. Tatekaze
Shobō).
1996 (Heisei 8) Age 77
In the February issue of Haiku, publishes
a discussion between himself and Sasaki
Karatsuna titled “The World of Nakamura
Kusatao.” In May, receives the Japan Museum
of Contemporary Japanese Poetry, Tanka and
Haiku Award for his book Dual Kami. Attends
the award ceremony in Kitakami City, Iwate
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Prefecture. In July, publishes an article in the
Japan Economic Newspaper titled “My Resume.”
In August, gives a speech at the World
Poetry Convention in Maebashi City, Gunma
Prefecture. In September, attends and promotes
cultural exchange in the first Peking meeting of
the Japan-China Poetry Association, in Peking.
In November, appears on a NHK broadcast
titled “Kaneko Tohta’s ‘New Haiku Debate.’”
In August, releases a reprinted edition of his
second haiku collection, Kaneko Tohta Collection.
1997 (Heisei 9) Age 78
In March, receives the Japan Broadcasting
Corporation’s Cultural Broadcast Award. In
April, his wife Minako publishes her second
haiku collection, Black Cat, announced the same
month at the Second Japan-America Haiku
Convention. In July, holds the Modern Haiku
Association 50th Anniversary Ceremony at the
Okura Hotel, in Tokyo. Mr. Lin Lin comes from
China to attend. Publishes a series of roundtable discussions involving Yamashita Kazumi
and Sasaki Karatsuna in the September and
November issues of Haiku, titled “Crudeness
is Haikai — The World of Issa” and “Squander
Beautifully” (in memory of Hosomi Ayako). In
February, in collaboration with Kuroda Kyōko
and Natsuishi Ban’ya, publishes Modern Haiku
Season-word Glossary (pub. Seisei Shuppan). In
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October, publishes Kaneko Tohta’s Corrected
Juku in the Mainichi Newspaper. In December,
publishes Kaneko Tohta’s Introduction to Haiku
(pub. Jitsugyō no Nihonsha).
1998 (Heisei 10) Age 79
Publishes a round-table talk, including
contributors Arima Akito, Inahata Teiko, and
Matsuzaki Tetsunosuke, titled “Questioning
Haiku’s Tomorrow” in the January issue of Haiku
Research. In May, erects a haiku stele in the city
of Tagajyō, Miyagi Prefecture. In June, holds the
Fifth Project Exhibition: “Kaneko Tohta and
Takayanagi Jyūshin — The Splendor of Postwar
Haiku,” at the Gunma Prefectural Tsuchiya
Bunmei Memorial Museum. Subsequently
publishes a collection of pictures and images
from the event. Erects a haiku stele near Lake
Shikaribetsu in Hokkaidō. In July, holds the
Kaitei National Convention in Toyama City. In
October, founds the Southern Cross Society.
In January, publishes Modern Haiku Appreciation
Total Collection Volume 8 — Kaneko Tohta Edition
(pub. Tokyo Shiki Shuppan).
1999 (Heisei 11) Age 80
Beginning in January and lasting to the end of
the year, holds consecutive round-table talks
with young haiku poets in the pages of Haidan.
In May, in Miyazaki City, holds the Kaitei
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National Convention. From June to August,
writes a segment titled “Wandering Haiku
Poets” for the Japan Broadcasting Corporation’s
running series NHK Human Lectures. From
September through November shoots material
for the segment. Publicizes the segment at
the Haiku Festival in Berlin, in August. The
same year, takes part in the Masaoka Shiki
International Haiku Award ceremonies. In
January, publishes Haiku Devotion (pub.
Chikuma Shobō / Chikuma Shinsho). Co-edits
Kusakihana (Grass Tree Flower) Glossary — Spring
Volume (pub. Asahi Newspaper Corporation).
In April, edits Modern Children’s Haiku Glossary
(pub. Chikuma Shūhansha).
2000 (Heisei 12) age 81
Writes weekly for the “Haiku from Daily Life”
column for Kyodo Tsushin throughout the year.
In March, becomes the Honorary Chairman of
the Modern Haiku Association. In May, holds
the Kaitei National Convention at Maiko, in
Sanda City, Hyogo Prefecture. In June, attends
the opening ceremony of the Issa and Seisensui
Museum, at Tōkuntei, Yudanaka, in Nagano
Prefecture. In August, holds the exhibition
project “The World of Kaneko Tohta” at
Saitama Museum of Literature, Okegawa City,
Saitama Prefecture. Publishes The Drifting
Haiku Poets (pub. NHK Library) in November
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and the co-authored book The Saijiki of BirdAnimals-Insects-Fishes. Spring and Summer vols.
(pub. Asahi Shimbun), in December.  
2001 (Heisei 13) age 82
Wins the First Gendai Haiku Grand Prize.
Publishes his 13th haiku collection, Tōgokushō
[The Compendium of the Eastern Region] (pub.
Kashinsha) in March. In the July issue of Haiku,
holds a discussion with Hasegawa Kai and
Natsuishi Ban’ya, under the title “The Future
of Haiku: On ‘Cutting’ and ‘Kigo.’” In the
October issue of Kaitei, for “Featured Essays
on Tōgokushō” [Kaneko’s most recent book to
date], several haiku poets contribute articles:  
Kamakura Sayumi’s essay, “Devouring the
Light,” Yasuoka Atsushi’s “Toward the Power
of Life [Qi] of the Earth,” etc. Publishes Trying
Our Skills Against Other Schools: The New Haiku
Appreciation of Tohta and Seikō (pub. Shinchō), in
April.
2002 (Heisei 14) age 83
Writes “Mountain Bird” for the Sawaki Kin’ichi
special memorial feature of the February issue
of Haiku. Receives the 26th Dakotsu Prize ever
awarded, for his haiku collection, Tōgokushō. In
the June issue of Haiku, writes his acceptance
speech for the award in which he comments:
“Haiku is the poetry of daily life. It embraces
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that which is of highest quality in the ordinary.
I want to live my daily life vividly and deeply.”
Between August 31—September 1, holds the
Kaitei 40th Anniversary Conference at Enryakuji
Temple House on Mt. Hiei. He is accompanied
by his ailing wife. Publishes “Human Beings
as a Natural Existence” in the December
issue of Kaitei. In it he touches on the haiku
philosophy of Andō Shōeki (1703-62), a Japanese
philosopher of Edo Period, who criticized
feudal society), referencing the work, The True
Way of Administrating Society According to Nature,
and the philosophy of Maurice Merleau-Ponty.
Publishes The Collected Works of Kaneko Tohta in
four volumes (pub. Chikuma Shobō). The third
volume of the collection Santoka — Drifting Poet /
Chichibu Mountains and Rivers is published in
January; the second volume, Kobayashi Issa, in
February; the fourth volume, My Haiku Life,
in March; the first volume, The Complete Haiku
Work of Kaneko Tohta, in April.
2003 (Heisei 15) age 84
In May, attends the Kaitei National Conference
at the Irako View Hotel, in Aichi Prefecture.
In November, receives the Japan Art Academy
Award.
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2004 (Heisei 16) age 85
In the January issue of Haiku, publishes a
dialogue between himself and Kobayashi Kyōji
titled “Haiku Talk Without Limits.” Beginning
in the January issue of Haiku and continuing to
the June issue, contributes a series of articles
under the heading “Diary of Playing Busily.” In
February, travels to the Tokyo Station Gallery
to view the works of Kazuki Yasuo (an artist
who had endured the post-WWII forced labor
camps in the Soviet Union). In May, attends
the Kaitei National Conference at the Grandia
Hōsen Hot Spring in the Ashihara Hot Spring
Resort Area of Fukui Prefecture. Afterwards
takes a haiku trip to Eichizen Sankoku (a
famous area in present-day Eichizen Prefecture
dating back before the Hiean Period). On
July 21, gives a eulogy at the funeral of Harako
Kōhei. In reference to the deceased says: “To
me, you were a cornerstone. I will never forget
your poem:
白鳥吹かれくる風媒の一行詩
hakuchō hukarekuru fūbai no ichigyō shi
a swan comes, blown and drifted –
anemophilous one-line poetry
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The swan in this poem is Harako Kōhei.” On
December 27, mother, Haru, passes away at the
age of 104. In memory, composes the following
haiku:
母逝きて風雲(かざぐも)
haha yuki te kazagumo
a mother dies, cloudy whirlwind
枯木なべて美(は)し
kareki nabe te hashi
withered trees all equally beauty
珍しや耳霜焼けて母の死後
mezurashi ya mimi shimoyakete haha no shigo
strange –
my ears frostbitten
after mother’s death
In February, publishes From Midlife — Haiku
Cram-school (Chūnen kara no haiku jinsei juku,
pub. Kairyūsha).
2005 (Heisei 17) age 86
In May, attends the Kaitei National Conference
in Imabaru, in Matsuyama Prefecture. In July,
erects a stele in the Prefectural Asian Botanical
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Gardens, in Miyazaki City. Inscribed is the
haiku:
ここ青島鯨吹く潮われに及ぶ
koko aoshima kujira fuku shio ware ni oyobu
here is Aoshima –
the whale’s blow reaches me
In October, Kuroda Kyōko publishes a book
about Tohta titled Kaneko Tohta’s Lifestyle for
Longevity (pub. Hakusuisha). In December,
is appointed to the board of the Japan Art
Academy. In May, collaborates with Tsurumi
Kazuko and publishes The Pleasant Talk at the
Celebration of Eighty-Eight Years Old [Beijyu
kaidan] (pub. Fujiwara Shoten).
2006 (Heisei 18) age 87
On March 2, his wife, Minako, passes away at 81
years of age. Writes:
亡妻いまこの木に在りや楷芽吹く
bōsai ima kono ki ni ari ya kai mebuku
my dead wife now
is in this tree –
Chinese pistache buds
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合歓の花君と別れてうろつくよ
nemu no hana kimi to wakarete urotsuku yo
flowers of a Persian silk tree —
after a parting with you
wandering
In May, holds the Kaitei National Conference
at Hotel Sokan, Matsushima City, Miyagi
Prefecture. On June 19, holds a Farewell
Party for Kaneko Minako at Palace Hotel,
Marunouchi, Tokyo. Uda Kiyoko (current
President of the Modern Haiku Association)
and Nishizawa Minoru (former administrative
director of NHK) offer condolences. In the
June issue of Kaitei, features “In Memory of
Kaneko Minako.” In the issue, publishes Kaneko
Minako’s 50 haiku selected by Tani Yoshinori. In
addition, 37 haiku poets contribute memorial
essays to the issue, in her honor.
2007 (Heisei 19) age 88
Between May 26 and 28, holds the 45th Kaitei
Memorial Conference and haiku travel at Hotel
Grand Palace, Tokyo, and at Grand Hotel Taiyo,
Nae town Minami-Boso City, Chiba Prefecture.
In June, edits and publishes Minako’s selected
haiku collection, The Last Quarter of the Moon
(pub. Kadokawa Shoten). In its long afterword,
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describes her life history, haiku career, and her
fight against disease. In October, publishes
Should I stop Drinking? Or Playing with Another
Instinct?  (pub. Chukei Shuppan)
2008 (Heisei 20) age 89
Publishes the serial interview with Kakehashi
Kumiko, “Kaneko Tohta Oral History,” in the
book review-journal of publisher Kadokawa
Shoten, The Book Travelers [Hon no tabibito],
from the February through June issues. From
the February-March combined issue of
Kaitei, begins publication of the serial column
“Appreciation of Notable New Works.” In
February, holds the National Women’s Haiku
Conference. In March, in Kitakyushu, gives a
lecture on women’s haiku, (which is published
in Haiku Seikatsu 2009, Kadokawa Gakugei
Publication). In May, at Kōyasan Fukenin
Temple, holds the Kaitei National Conference.
In June, gives a lecture on Shikyō Kokufū
[Book of Songs, the Ancient Chinese Poetic
Anthology selected by Confucius] at the 35th
Memorial Conference of Haiku Journal Group
Riku [Ground]. (The Lecture is published in
the journal Riku, June 2008 issue.) February,
selected as Person of Cultural Merit, Japan.
In December, wins the 3rd Masaoka Shiki
International Haiku Grand Prize. In the same
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month, delivers a lecture at the gathering “An
Evening with Mr. Kaneko Tohta” held by the
Association of Kudan (Yamanoue Hotel).
2009 (Heisei 21) age 90
In February, in Matsuyama and Tokyo, holds
lectures on the occasion of the Masaoka Shiki
International Haiku Prize. In the lectures,
refers to the haiku works of Harako Kōhei,
Takayanagi Jūshin, and his own writings.
Example haiku quoted in the lectures:
戦後の空へ青蔦死木の丈に充つ
sengo no sora e ao tsuta shiboku no take ni
mitsu
toward the postwar sky
fresh ivy flows through the trunk
of a dead tree
Harako Kōhei
まなこ荒れ
たちまち
朝の
終りかな
manako are
tachimachi
asa no
owari kana
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eyes coarse
instantly
the morning
ends . . .
     Takayanagi Jūshin (who writes
haiku in several lines, in Japanese)
湾曲し火傷し爆心地のマラソン
wankyoku shi kashō shi bakushinchi no
marason
among the twisted and charred, marathon at Ground Zero
華麗な墓原女陰あらわに村眠り
kareina hakahara jo’in arawa ni mura nemuri
splendid field of gravestones
labia uncovered
the village sleeps
Kaneko Tohta
From February to March, publishes the serial
essays “The Witness of the Age” in the Yomiuri
Newspaper. Recommended as an Honorable
Citizen of Minano and of Kumagaya City. In
May, at the celebration party, gives a lecture.
In the same month, holds the Kaitei National
Members Conference at Suwa City, Nagano
Prefecture. In July, Kakehashi Kumiko’s book
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In the Summer of Showa 20, I was a Soldier (pub.
Kadokawa Shoten), which includes Kaneko
Tohta’s inverview, is published.   On August
9, attends the 12th National Championship of
Haiku Kōshien, and acts as a general judge and
lecturer. On August 14, attends the NHK TV
program “Please Do Not Forget, Our War”
with Itsuki Hiroyuki and Naraoka Tomoko,
and speaks about his own experience of war on
the Truck Islands. In September, a critical book
titled The World of Kaneko Tohta (pub. Kadokawa
Shoten) is published, and in October, the
DVD Kaneko Tohta biography, Ikimono (pub.
Kinokuniya Shoten), is published. In June, his
14th collection of haiku, Nichijō [Daily life] (pub.
Furansu-dō), is published.
2010 (Heisei 22) 91
Wins the 51st Mainichi Art Award. Wins the 58th
Kikuchi Kan Award.
2011 (Heisei 23) 92
Tohoku Great Earthquake, Tsunami, and Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant Incident occur.
Publication of Kaneko Tohta’s Haiku School
[Kaneko Tohta no haiku juku] (Mainichi Newspaper) and No Need to Mind [Nayamu koto wa nai]
(Bunei-shunjū).
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2012 (Heisei 24) 93
Publication of Issa the Wind Man [Arabonpu Issa]
(Kadokawa) and Kaneko Tohta’s Self-Explanation
of His Own 99 Haiku Works [Kaneko Tohta
jisen jikai 99 ku] (pub. Kadokawa). Fiftieth
Anniversary of Kaitei, Kaneko Tohta’s own
journal group.

Reference
Kaneko Tohta Website (Japanese)

(“kanekotohta.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-78.html”)
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Glossary of Terms
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Kaneko Tohta
Glossary of Terms

Philosophical Terms and Concepts
知的野生 chiteki yasei, “intellectual wildness”
— the characteristic aspect of those poets who
have embodied their own philosophy, to their
cells, their very being; implied is a rejection
of purely ideological thinking, as “theory,” in
terms of developing a stance as a poet. Kaneko
learned this from the wild mountain poets of
Chichibu.
本能的な感覚 honnōteki na kankaku, instinctual
raw perception — “And rather than there being
just merely ‘a world of sensitivity,’ I think there
is a kind of instinctual raw perception (honnōteki
na kankaku) — one which lingered in Issa. We
can see that he harbored this sensibility, right
to his death, at age 65” (Volume One).
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生き方 ikikata — mode of existence; way of
living/being; lifestyle.
生きもの諷詠 ikimonofūei — Kaneko’s pioneering haiku approach and philosophical concept:
to achieve harmony with all living things in
poetry. “Poetic composition on animate things /
beings,” might come closest to ikimono, but is
inelegant, and lacks historical gravitas, and does
not well indicate concepts of spirit(s), soul, and
entity / entities. “Animate,” as used just above,
has linkage with animism and vitalism, two
ancient source points of Japanese culture.
“I would like to be truly ikimono — that is, I
wish to be able to say that I am a living being. . . .  
Therefore, in employing this term, Kyoshi’s
concept of kachōfūei becomes unnecessary.
Henceforth, haiku can be composed on themes
of ‘life’” (Volume One).
生きもの感覚 ikimono kankaku — the raw perception of living beings. “What I learned from
Issa is, as I keep saying, that human beings are
living beings (ikimono). I felt this keenly. Life:
within that man, animating being — perhaps,
that life which supports any living being —
assumes different expressions according to
circumstances. And through such epiphanies
we are able to feel this pure, unadorned
actuality I refer to as the ‘raw perception of
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living beings’ (ikimono kankaku). ‘Raw perception’ (ikimono kankaku) does not actually
exist independently, yet this perception — this
sensitivity — is abundant in Issa’s expression of
life. Extraordinarily abundant” (Volume One).
生きざま ikizama — state of existence.
意識的に ishikiteki ni — in a consciously intentional manner.
状態 jyōtai — a condition; mode; state (of
affairs); situation.
形而下的 keijikateki—physically;“physical      type.”
客観写生 kyakkan shasei — Kyoshi began to
advocate the “objective sketch,” kyakkan shasei
(kyakkan, “objective” + shasei, “sketch”). This
was Kyoshi’s self-created addition to Shiki’s
original appellation, shasei (Volume One).
生々しい人間 nama’namashii ningen — real raw
human beings. Kaneko uses this term for
those poets possessing the spirit of intellectual
wildness.
肉体化 nikutaika — existentially “incarnate.” To
make incarnate (ka meaning change of some
kind).
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俳句と社会性 shakaisei — (social awareness,
sociality); as used “haiku (poetry) and social
consciousness”: the relevance of haiku to social
consciousness is implied.
社会的な姿勢 shakaiteki na shisei — one’s attitude (approach) toward societal realities.
写生 shasei — Masaoka Shiki, Kyoshi’s teacher,
discussed only the “sketch” (shasei) as a poetic
concept. Shiki never used the term “objective”
(kyakkan). “[The] element of subjectivity was
an extremely important aspect of haiku
composition for Shiki.” In English-language
haiku criticism, as in contemporary Japan,
the term “shasei” has come to mean “objective
sketch” (it was first translated into English as
such). Here, Kaneko disambiguates the term,
and corrects a longstanding misunderstanding.
Over the decades, the original, lighter, and
more playful meaning of shasei, as advocated by
Shiki, has been lost (Volume One; see kyakkan
shasei, above).
志向的日常 shikōteki nichijō — “intentional
orientation.”
思想 shisō — One’s personal (sense of) philosophy / philosophical organization; “kennings.”
As Kaneko relates, a life lived without concern
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for such a means of knowing is incomplete,
as one’s personal philosophy sustains one’s
existence.
自然随順 shizen zuijun – Kyoshi’s concept of
“obedience to nature.” This idea seems to
harmonize a poet with nature, but Kaneko
criticized this idea as being based on a
humanistic or human-centered ideology.
即物 sokubutsu — physical / material existence;
the raw physical reality of human existence.
即物的 sokubutsuteki — physicality; physical.
即物的日常 — sokubutsuteki nichijō — raw, embodied physical orientation (“ordinariness” or
“everydayness”).
態度 taido — (an author’s) stance (perspective);
a key concept in Kaneko's approach to haiku,
(see shakaisei).
定住漂泊, teijū hyōhaku — In 1971, Kaneko
published the book, Settled Wandering [teijū
hyōhaku], in which he presented this original
concept, which had been developed in response
to post-1960s Japanese society and life. In
previous eras, poets were able to wander, like
Bashō:
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. . . [O]ne comes to despise being ensnared
by negative aspects of society, and one
comes to want to seek out a more pure
desire. I think wandering is one shape
this seeking might take. Even if people do
not at first take up wandering, there are
many who wish to protect their own pure
sensitivity, and who have the strong will
necessary to create a life that suits them.
I call such people “settled wanderers”
(teijū hyōhakusha). Settled, but with the
heart of a wanderer, their hearts roam in
search of purity. That is, they preserve this
wandering, but don’t “jump out” of society
(Volume One).
In postwar Japan to the present, poets too
must earn their daily bread, and must work
somewhere, settled in a certain place. However,
at the same time, Japanese people came to lose
their long-existing family homes. Following the
1960s, village-based rural communities came to
be disbanded, due to rapid changes occurring
in society. Therefore, there can no longer be a
return to a “land of their heart’s desire.” Only
one’s mind wanders, while one’s body settles
in a certain place. This is the situation of the
postwar haiku poets (Volumes One and Two).
天人合一 tenjin gōitsu — A philosophical idea
from ancient China. Chinese philosopher
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Zhang Zai (b. 1020 CE) is celebrated for
this philosophy. Here 天 [ten, Heaven] is not
heaven or sky, but rather nature, or what exists
behind or within nature. Such a thing and
human beings can be united. In 1980, Kaneko
met the Chinese poet Lin Lin as a member of
the Haiku Poet China-visit Group, and was
absorbed by this idea, discovering a key which
enabled him to go beyond Takahama Kyoshi’s
edict “to obey nature” [shizen ziujyun]. Kaneko
criticized Kyoshi’s idea as human arrogance,
and, influenced by the concept of tenjin gōitsu,
wrote about his thought in the Afterword to
his haiku collection, Ryōjin, in 1995. He further
developed this idea into ikimonofūei.
造型論 zōkei-ron “molding theory” (lit., “the
molding (of image)”): Kaneko’s zōkei haiku
theory. In 1961, in order to defend gendai haiku
against Kyoshi’s concept of shasei, he advocated
the zōkei-ron theory. In traditional shasei theory,
a haiku poet can directly face an object, and
describe it in language directly. However,
within such a theory, there is no room for the
expression of a poet’s emotion. Moreover, such
a methodology limits poetic themes to those
within the seen, and would banish the unseen.
If a poet rejects any unseen theme, he or she
in consequence rejects a majority of topics
relevant to modern society. Generally speaking,
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social problems are the unseen. In order to
defend gendai haiku from this traditional
theory, in zōkei-ron Kaneko set the “creatingself ” (tsukuru jibun) between himself and an
object. Admitting that a poet cannot face an
object directly without a cognitive process, he
created a theoretical space for the expression
of a poet’s emotion.
This theory is, as well, founded on the
concept of a poet’s stance or attitude (taido)
towards both self and social issues (e.g. unseen
things). In this sense, zōkei-ron theory is
related to both avant-garde haiku and socialconsciousness haiku.
Haiku Styles, Organizations,
Groups and Publications
土上 Dojō refers to the renowned New Rising
Haiku journal. In 1939, Kaneko met Shimada
Seihō, leader of the Dojō circle, and joined
the group. By 1941, the Japanese Secret
Police [Tokkō] had arrested a number of
leading members of progressive haiku groups,
including the members of Dojō. As Kaneko
was not a leading member, he remained free.
In total, 46 haiku poets were incarcerated
(cf. Itō Yūki, “New Rising Haiku: The
Evolution of Modern Japanese Haiku and
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Haiku Persecution Incidents” (“gendaihaiku.
com/ito/new-rising-haiku.htm”). Due to the
gag-law in place during the wartime period,
Kaneko did not learn of these incidents until
after the war (letters to and from the war zone
were censored).
現代俳句 gendaihaiku — haiku in the contemporary, of the contemporary, for the
contemporary. This term is difficult to define
because haiku is both old and new. The genre (as
haikai) preceded Bashō’s era, though the word
“haiku” was not born until the late-Meiji era.
The official English name of the Gendaihaiku
Kyōkai (of Japan) is the Modern Haiku
Association. On the other hand, Kaneko used
Today’s Haiku [kon’nichi no haiku], (rather than
“gendaihaiku”) as the book title which described
his revolutionary haiku approach. Gendaihaiku
includes free verse, free rhythm, muki (no kigo),
etc., in order to express the contemporary.
現代俳句協会 gendaihaiku kyōkai — the
Modern Haiku Association (MHA). In 194647, the New Haiku Poets League (NHPL, see
below) was founded and (due to an announced
connection between it and the Communist
Party) Saitō Sanki almost immediately split
from the group, founding the MHA, in 1947.
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In 1961, following a controversy concerning
haiku principles, Sanki and Hirahata Seitō
split from the MHA (creating the Association
of Haiku Poets, haijin kyōkai). As the group’s
name indicates, one of its main aims has
been to express haiku in the context of the
contemporary world. Today, the MHA has
around 9,000 members (2008).
俳人協会 haijin kyōkai — the Association of
Haiku Poets (AHP). In 1961, those haiku poets
who preferred to retain a 17-on haiku form and
kigo left the MHA (see above), and founded the
AHP. Some liberal haiku poets who experienced
wartime persecution also joined this group. The
AHP founded the Haiku Museum (in Tokyo),
and was the first group to send a haiku-poet
delegation to China; Kaneko was part of this
first group, and returned several times. Today,
the AHP has 15,149 members (2012).
関西俳壇 kansai haidan — Kansai (Kyōto-ŌsakaKōbe area) haiku culture.
国際俳句交流協会 kokusai haiku kōryū kyōkai
— Haiku International Association (HIA).
In 1989, this organization was founded with
the support of the MHA, the AHP, and the
AJCH (see below). This organization’s aim is
international communication via haiku. There
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are approximately 500 members in Japan and
120 members of other countries.
伝統俳句協会 nihon dentō haiku kyōkai — the
Association of Japanese Classical Haiku
(AJCH). This association was founded by the
Hototogisu journal-group in 1987. The AJCH
has around 6,500 members (2004).
新俳句人連盟 shin haikujin renmei — the New
Haiku Poets League (NHPL). This haiku
association was founded in 1946-47, as the first
postwar haiku organization. However, in the
foundation ceremony, Saitō Sanki pointed out
its connection to the Japanese Communist Party,
and some poets immediately resigned. Sanki’s
group founded another haiku association, the
gendaihaiku kyōkai (MHA, see above). The
New Haiku Poets League continues today. The
NHPL has around 1,000 members (2008).
新俳旬懇話会 shinhaiku konwakai — the “new
haiku” forum.
俳句前衛 zen’ei (haiku zenei) — the avant-garde
haiku movement.
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Biographical and Historical Notes
安保闘争 Ampo tōsō — The civil protest
movement against the 1960 Treaty of Mutual
Cooperation and Security, also known
as the Ampo Treaty, between the United
States and Japan. Throughout 1960, the
civil protest movement, founded on antiwar / anti-establishment feelings, spread
throughout Japan, and on June 15, some
330,000 demonstrators gathered (the police
reported 130,000), around the Diet building.
The controversial death of the student Kanba
Michiko at the gate of the Diet caused a great
outcry. On the same day, 282 demonstrators
(composed of 193 students) were arrested, and
721 police officers were injured (the number of
the injured demonstrators is unknown). Kaneko
witnessed the funeral scene of “The People’s
Funeral” for Kanba Michiko, on June 18,
at Hibiya Park. (cf. Volume Two). This was the
largest social-protest movement in postwar Japanese history. (In the “Rice Riots” of 1918, over
one million people were involved in civil protest.)
秩父事件 chichibu jiken — The Chichibu Incident. In 1884, a revolutionary uprising of peasantvillagers erupted, led by the Chichibu Poor
People Party (Chichibu konmintō) with the aim
of achieving a greater social democratization, as
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well as relieving the pressures of rural poverty
and debt. On October 31, 1884, the Poor People
Party gathered at Muku Shrine in Chichibu,
and began an armed uprising involving
some 3,000 participants. The Party quickly
established a base of operations, called “The
Revolution Headquarters” (kakumei honbu), and
even went so far as to create a new calendar
period, which proclaimed the time following
the uprising as “The First Year of Freedom and
Self-Government” (Jiyū jichi gan’nen). Fighting
against the central government under the
slogan, “Overthrow oppressive government,
attain the world of freedom” (assei wo tenjite
jiyū no sekai wo), the group fought against
both police forces and the newly conscripted
national army.
Kaneko, a native of the area, was well aware
of the events of this period in which some of
his ancestors were possibly involved. While
the boundaries between social classes were not
as pronounced in Chichibu as in other areas,
Kaneko’s grandfather allegedly brandished
his sword and fought against the rebels. With
some pain of conscience, Kaneko intensively
studied these historical events in an attempt to
rediscover the voices of those oppressed.
Unfortunately, the Chichibu Incident had
been neglected over the decades, giving way to
an “official” history of Japanese democratization
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written by the political and social elite. One
result of the first Ampo protest of 1960 was to
renew interest in the Chichibu Incident, as well
as other grassroots democratic movements.
第五福竜丸 Daigo Fukuryū Maru — On March 1,
1954, the United States Army conducted a
nuclear experiment on the Bikini Atoll, a
group of coral islands in the vicinity of the
Marshall Islands. A Japanese fishing vessel
named Daigo Fukuryū Maru [Lucky Dragon #5]
was damaged by the nuclear fallout from the
bomb. Twenty-three crew members suffered
from the radioactive fallout, and one of them,
Kuboyama Aikichi, the radio operator, died
that September. His dying remark was: “Ah, I
am burned alive by bolts of electric lightning!
Under the skin of my back are high voltage
lines! Please, make me the last man who dies
from the Atomic bomb!” This incident, which
is not well known outside Japan, marked yet
another tragedy related to atomic bombing, less
than a decade after the bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.
Partly instigated by the death of Kuboyama,
anti-nuclear movements spread throughout
Japan. The ship is presently stored in the Daigo
Fukuryū Maru Exhibition Hall in Tokyo.
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福島 Fukushima — Fukushima Prefecture,
Tohoku area. In 1950, Kaneko was relocated
to a local bank branch and settled on the
riverbank of the Abukuma River, where he
stayed until 1952. During the Meiji Restoration,
the clans of this Prefecture had taken the side
of the Edo Tokugawa Shogunate, and were
subsequently defeated. The Meiji government
later discriminated against them with the
epithet, “shirakawa ihoku hitoyama hyakumon,”
meaning essentially: “In the northern area from
Shirakawa Station on, only 100 mon [4000 mon
= a one-yen gold coin] for a mountain.” This
expression conveys the opinion that land in
the north is far less valuable than in the south.
Shirakawa Station (in today’s Shirakawa City)
is traditionally the gate to northeastern Japan,
as Bashō wrote in The Narrow Read to the Deep
North.
In Bashō’s era, the idea of “the northern
area beginning from Shirakawa Station” was
not pejorative. However, from the Meiji era,
this term came to carry a discriminatory
connotation, as the Meiji government purposely allocated few resources to the development of the area. Nonetheless, those from
the northern area came to use this phrase as
a symbol of pride. In 1897, the intellectuals
of Tohoku founded the newspaper, Kahoku
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Shinpō [“from Shirakawa Station; news from
the northern area”]. The newspaper remains an
authoritative publication.
On March 11, 2011, the nuclear meltdown
at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Station occurred in this northern Tohoku area,
and its historical treatment has been linked to
the incident. Significantly, the original decision
to construct the nuclear facility in this remote
area stands as one more piece of evidence in
the long history of official discrimination. The
plant’s construction began in the 1960s, long
after Kaneko’s period of residence. Even so,
following the incident, Kaneko expressed anger
in public statements, and in his journal, Kaitei.
逆コース gyaku kōsu — “Reverse course.” This
refers to SCAP’s [Gen. MacArthur's / the
offices of the occupation's] policy shift from
promoting workers’ rights, to fighting the
growing threat of communism. At first, SCAP
purged so-called war criminals, most of whom
had held political or military power during the
war and were considered members of the political right wing. However, with the outbreak of
the Cold War, SCAP released and re-instituted
many such members of the right-wing and
enlisted them in the fight against the perceived
domestic communist threat. The purged elites
were in some cases returned to key positions
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where they were, themselves, instrumental in
the purging of communists and sympathizers.
俳人訪中団 haijin hō chō dan — Haiku Poet  
China-visit Group. The President of the group
was Ōno Rinka. This group, which Kaneko
joined, was comprised mainly of Association of
Haiku Poets’ (haijin kyōkai) members, in 1980.
At the time, tensions had eased between the
MHA and the AHP, as had tensions between
Japan and China. In 1972, the two countries had
signed the Joint Communiqué, and normalized
diplomatic relations. In 1978, they signed the
Treaty of Peace and Friendship. The visit of
Japanese haiku poets to China occurred in this
atmosphere of rapprochement.
In China, the Cultural Revolution had
ended in 1976, and Chinese poets sought
poetic forms relating to freedom. The poet
Li Mang and others rediscovered haiku, and
began translating Japanese haiku into Chinese.
In 1980, Chinese poets and scholars such as
Zhong Jinwen (a professor of folklore), Zhao
Puchu (President of the Buddhist Association
of China), and Lin Lin invited Japanese haiku
poets to China; thus the Haiku Poet Chinavisit Group represents a singular cross-cultural
encounter. At the meeting, Zhong Jinwen
composed haiku in Chinese, and termed it
hanpai (Chinese haiku); this was the birth
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of hanpai. From this time forward, Kaneko
came to be particularly interested in Chinese
literature, and composed haiku based on
ancient Chinese poetry. As well, in 1992, he
became the Executive Secretary of the JapanChina Cultural Exchange Association, and
acted on behalf of Japan-China relations.
捕虜 horyo — POW. After Japan’s surrender,
Kaneko became a POW of the US Marine
Corp. He worked on Truk Atoll for 15 months,
1945-46 (Volume Two).
海軍経理学校 kaigun keiri gakkō — the official
Naval Accounting School for the Japanese
navy. During the war, the Japanese Navy
fell short of officers. In response, the Navy
began recruiting graduates from Japan’s most
prestigious universities as “short-term officers
[tanki gen’eki shikan].” They were trained at the
Naval Accounting School and then sent to the
frontlines. The Navy stated that their duty was
“short-term,” meaning two or three years, after
which they would return to their former jobs.
However, in the final phase of the war, this
meant they were to fight until the end. Of these
“short-term officers,” about 12% were killed
in action; comparatively low to the national
average for enlisted men (generally estimated
to be over 30%) (Volume Two).
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キリシタン kirishitan — the historical term for
Japanese Christians, mainly from the 16th to 19th
centuries. In 1549, the Jesuit missionary Francis
Xavier brought Christianity to Japan. The
western religion, with its culture, was blended
to create a unique mixed culture in Japan. Some
clans or daimyō converted to the Christian
faith. However, Christianity later came to be
seen as a practice which demanded a form of
loyalty from devotees which conflicted with
the traditional Japanese power structure, and it
was subsequently banned. Toyotomi Hideyoshi
banished Christian priests in 1587.
Gradually, penal laws against Christianity
became enforced. In the Shimabara rebellion
(1637-1638), 37,000 mainly Christian peasants
and masterless samurai (rōnin) were killed. The
Tokugawa Shogunate suppressed the rebellion
through use of 120,000 troops, and then
implemented the policy of national seclusion
(sakoku). After the rebellion, Japanese Christians
lived a largely underground existence, as Hidden
Christians (kakure kirishitan). These Hidden
Christians kept their faith secretly, worshipping
Buddhist statues of Kannon as the Virgin Mary,
and other such activities. Even in the early
Meiji period, the government punished the
Christians (the Fourth Persecution of Urakami,
1868-73), resulting in diplomatic opposition and
pressure from Western countries.
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In 1873 the Meiji government granted
Christians freedom of worship. The survivors
of the Urakami persecutions built a church
on its present location, later destroyed by the
atomic bomb on August 9, 1945.
神戸 Kobe — Kobe city, Hyōgo Prefecture,
Kansai area. In 1952, Kaneko was moved to
a local branch, and stayed until the end of
1957. There, the haiku poet Saitō Sanki had a
western-style home called “Sanki-kan,” and
many haiku poets visited there. Ex-members
of the Kyodai Haiku group (the wartime New
Rising Haiku group), who were persecuted
during wartime also frequently visited. As
well, Yamaguchi Seishi and his group, Tenrō
(Wolf of Heaven / Sirius) were active mainly in
the Kansai area. These war-generation radical
haiku poets fostered many postwar-era poets,
such as Yagi Mikajo. In this way, Kobe became
the center of the avant-garde haiku movement
and/or social haiku movement.
It was in this city that Kaneko decided to
devote himself to haiku, as his life work. In his
autobiography, My Postwar Haiku History (1981),
there are extended passages relating the events
of his Kobe days.
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古典返り or 古典回帰 koten gaeri or koten kaiki
— “Return to the Classics.” Despite stringent
protest, the popular civil movement was unable
to prevent the signing of the 1960 Ampo treaty.
The crushing of the student protest has come
to be understood as the definitive defeat of the
civil movement in Japan. According to Kaneko,
following this defeat of the movement, the
social atmosphere of Japan took on largely
conservative overtones. Similarly, in the
haiku world, many haiku poets returned to
traditional-Japanese haiku forms. Concerning
the definition of haiku, a great controversy
occurred in the Modern Haiku Association
[gendaihaiku kyōkai]. Some poets insisted that
the MHA Prize had a tendency to favor avantgarde poets over those who wrote in more
traditional styles. Finally, in 1961, some haiku
poets who were proponents of more traditional
forms parted from the MHA. Kaneko led the
defense of gendai haiku, and in 1965 published
Today’s Haiku [kon’nichi no haiku]. Kaneko’s
defense of gendai haiku is seen in his haiku
works from 1961-on.
水戸高等学校 mito kōtō gakkō — Mito High
School (in the old education system); today’s
Ibaraki University (a national university). It was
at this time that Kaneko developed an abiding
interest in haiku.
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村上一郎 Murakami Ichirō — Murakami was a
longtime friend of Kaneko, both from the Navy
Accounting College, where they became Navy
Accounting Lieutenants, and throughout the
war. Following the war, Murakami joined the
Japanese Communist Party, from which he later
disassociated himself, possibly succumbing to
pressures stemming from the Red Purge. He
edited the left-wing journal Trial (shikō). From
about 1969, his ideological leanings gradually
shifted towards the right after encountering
the novelist Mishima Yukio.
In 1970, Murakami wrote a book which
proclaimed support for the revolutionary
Kita Ikki, a philosopher who influenced the
“February 26 Incident” of 1936. The book
was highly regarded by Mishima, who later
attempted a coup d’état in 1970. Mishima
himself later broke into a Self Defense Forces
camp, made a speech advocating a coup d’état,
and then committed ritual suicide. After the
incident Murakami arrived at the camp and
displayed his sympathy towards Mishima’s
actions by stating his name and position in
the Japanese Imperial Navy. He then wrote, “I
love Japanese swords, even cheap ones, and as
a man with ambition and hope for this nation,
I will step over (the ladder of) the dead bodies
of Mishima and Morita (Mishima’s supporter);
in order to achieve the true revolution of Japan.
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Especially for the spiritual revolution of the
Japanese people, I will live and die.”
He later wrote various articles on this
theme of “the true revolution of Japan,
especially the spiritual revolution of the
Japanese people.” Five years later, on March 29,
1975, he committed suicide, cutting his neck
with a Japanese sword in his room. After his
suicide, Kaneko visited this room, and found
Murakami’s blood on the floor, and one of
Kaneko’s haiku shikishi (plaques) on the wall.
This shocked him. In the same year of his
friend’s suicide, Kaneko published his haiku
book Collected Works of Kaneko Tohta (Kaneko
Tohta kushū). In the Afterword, he wrote,
“Written on a night of flourishing spring, ten
days after Murakami Ishirō’s suicide, my old
friend for over a decade.”
長崎 Nagasaki — Nagasaki Prefecture, Kyushu.
Nagasaki has a unique history, involving its
celebrated harbor and island, Dejima, the only
official port allowing contact and trade with the
outside world during the Edo period. Part of
the history of the area involves the historical
growth of Christianity. Kaneko sympathizes
with Japanese Christians, known as “Hidden
Christians,” who had suffered both under the
Edo government and later, from the detonation
of the atomic bomb, on August 9, 1945. He was
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sent to Nagasaki in 1958, and stayed until 1960.
One of the most celebrated haiku concerning
the atomic bombing is this haiku by Kaneko:
湾曲し火傷し爆心地のマラソン
wankyoku shi kashō shi bakushinchi no marason
among the twisted and charred
             marathon at
                              Ground Zero
(Volume Three, p. 89). This haiku was written
in Nagasaki. In the late 1950s, Nagasaki was
still a charred and devastated area at the time.
The ruins of Urakami Cathedral, the spiritual
center for the Hidden Christians, and later,
atomic ground zero, remained in its bombedout state at the time.
日本銀行 Nihon Ginkō or Nippon Ginkō
— the Bank of Japan, Japan’s central bank.
In 1943, Kaneko assumed an elite position
at the bank, but soon left to enter the Naval
Accounting School, after which he was sent to
the battlefield, in 1944. As per the agreement of
his enlistment as a “short-term officer,” he was
able to re-enter the bank after the war, where
he worked from 1947 to 1974. Historically, The
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Bank of Japan was founded in 1881, to suppress
the hyper-inflation which occurred following
the Satsuma Rebellion. The Bank’s policy
caused a great deflation, known as Matsukawa
deflation, and directly contributed to the
outbreak of the Chichibu Incident in Kaneko’s
hometown.
レッドパージ redo pāji — the Red Purge. In 1949,
the People’s Republic of China was founded,
followed shortly thereafter by the outbreak
of the Korean War, in 1950. In order to make
Japan a “bulwark” against communism, SCAP
decided to purge communists and sympathizers
from public office. As a result of the purge,
more than 10,000 people were fired from their
posts and not a few (including Kaneko) were
demoted and moved to remote posts within
their organizations.
労働組合 Rōdō Kumiai — the Workers Union.
After the war, the head of SCAP, General
Douglas MacArthur, promoted the creation of
workers unions in order to build a democratic
nation. However, these workers-union movements quickly adopted ideological stances
that often inclined towards communism. In
response, the SCAP reversed their earlier
policy, and perceiving the unions to be a threat
to the successful establishment of democracy,
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worked to weaken them. On February 1, 1947, a
massive general strike was planned. MacArthur
responded by directly ordering its cancelation.
Kaneko re-entered Bank of Japan on the day of
the failed general strike. He then became the
first fulltime executive trustee of the workers
union in the bank. However, in 1950, he himself
fell victim to the Red Purge and was forced to
sign a document waiving various rights; from
this point on, he could be summarily fired at
any time without warning. A short while later
he was ordered (demoted) to a small branch in
Fukushima, a remote area, far removed from
the politics of Tokyo.
詩経国風 Shikyō kokufū — Book of Songs, Odes of
Countries. In 1984, Kaneko composed a haiku
series based on the most ancient poetry book
of China, Book of Songs (years 10 to 7 BCE),
which was edited by Confucius (in traditional
belief). This classic was to become an aspect of
foundational knowledge in East Asia, as one of
the Four Books and Five Classics. Samurai class
poets like Bashō learned it in childhood as a
matter of course. However, Issa, as a member
of the peasant class, did not study these works
in any detail until his forties, and henceforth
created new haiku based on these classics.
Kaneko discovered these facts concerning Issa,
and became absorbed with the Book of Songs.
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Among its various volumes, Kaneko was
deeply interested in the Odes of Countries, which
was the oldest section of the Book, drawing
on the folk traditions of ancient China. The
volume was based on the folk songs of the Zhou
Dynasty (1046–256 BCE) among others, and
retained those “earthy” voices, of interest to
Kaneko, who composed haiku based on some
of these verses. Kaneko also drew parallels in
his work between his birthplace of Chichibu,
and Japan, and China. Kaneko’s Book of Songs,
Odes of Countries was published in 1985.
終戦の日 shūsen no hi — the day of Japan’s
surrender. The Empire of Japan declared its
defeat on August 15, 1945. At noon, the Emperor
announced the Japanese surrender on the radio.
It was the first time his voice had been heard by
ordinary Japanese people, and this was a great
shock, for people and soldiers alike. August 15,
1945 became “shūsen kinenbi” the memorial day
of the end of the war. Interestingly, August 15
is July 15 in the old Japanese lunar calendar,
which is the traditional memorial day of the
dead, known as bon or obon. Therefore, this day
carries great significance for Japanese people,
and reaches deeply into the roots of traditional,
ancient culture.
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トラック島 or トラック諸島 torakku tō or torakku
shotō — Truk Islands (archipelago). Today’s
Chuku Islands, the Federated States of
Micronesia. During the war, Japan had a
number of large military bases on these islands.
However, on February 17-18, 1944, the US Navy
performed massive air-raids on the Islands
(known as Operation Hailstone). Due to the
air-raids, Japan lost 270 aircraft, 32 merchant
ships, 3 smaller warships, 2 submarine tenders,
3 auxiliary cruisers, 4 destroyers, and above all,
a large portion of foodstuffs. After the massive
air-raids, the Japanese Naval Headquarters
all but abandoned the Islands. The US navy
also regarded the bases and units of Japanese
naval personnel, separated and almost without
outside support, as peripheral to the war.
However, sporadic attacks by the US navy on
the island bases continued.
In his postwar writings, Kaneko mentions
that a man who stood next to him was shot and
killed by the machine gun fire of a low-flying
US airplane. Kaneko’s units mainly battled
starvation (cf. Volume Two).
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1. First Line Index
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First Line Index
Section 1. Toward Settled Wandering, 1961 – 1973
haiku

1. “village of fog”
2. “a godless pilgrim”
3. “ocean (currents)”
4. “deer-shaped driftwood”
5. “freezing flesh: Tohoku”
6. “one dog two cats”
7. “fir trees growing in mist”
8. “valley, carp”
9. “the puddle”
10. “darkness (on Kanto Plain)”
11. “bones-of-salmon (crows)”
12. “bones-of-salmon (three Ainu)”
13. “bones-of-salmon (rain)”
14. “bones-of-salmon (Ainu mother)”
15. “away a horse”
16. “black and smooth”
17. “secret Ainu stories”
18. “blue-bear”
19. “the sea tide stays”
20. “snowy sea floor”
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25
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
31
32
32
33
33
34
34

notes

93
96
97
97
97
98
98
98
100
102
102
108
108
108
109
109
109
109
110
110

21. “departure in winter”
22. “a stone falls into the sea”
23. “my sister some day”
24. “after drunkenness”
25. “heaped cicadas”

haiku

notes

35
35
36
36
37

110
111
111
111
111

41
41
42
42
43
43
44
44
45
46
46
47
47
48
49
49
50
50
51
51
52

115
115
116
116
116
116
116
116
117
117
118
118
118
118
120
120
120
122
122
123
123

Section 2. A “Settled Wanderer” of the Earth:
Layers of History, 1974 – 1982
26. “evening of the day”
27. “fog to swans”
28. “as if drops”
29. “on a mountain lake”
30. “a curse: upon”
31. “pacific ocean”
32. “sea currents remains of the day”
33. “huge-headed black ants”
34. “after stabbing a man”
35. “endless shakes”
36. “getting (the blank space)”
37. “stars don’t fall”
38. “wandering (a winter castle)”
39. “ume bloom”
40. “misty dream bed”
41. “a blue shark flips over”
42. “first meeting the full moon”
43. “summer arrives”
44. “pomegranate flower”
45. “journeying (to Lu Xun’s grave)”
46. “on the Great Wall”
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47. “like a beast’s warmth”
48. “breathing (is)”
49. “a wild boar”

haiku

notes

52
53
54

123
124
124

57
57
58
58
59
59
60
60
61
61
62
62
63
63
64
64
65
65
66
66
67
67
68

125
127
128
128
129
129
130
130
131
131
131
131
132
132
132
134
134
134
134
135
136
136
136

Section 3. The Blessed: A Noted Poet Seeks
Ancient Blessing Songs, 1983 – 1993
50. “as legs of a qilin”
51. “and when embraced ”
52. “uncountable locust wings”
53. “a man wanders”
54. “within mist”
55. “against a man”
56. “fish smell soaks into the wall”
57. “a nap in the morning”
58. “in (the east)”
59. “that morning horse”
60. “flowing is flowers all”
61. “to remain is to drift, as if ”
62. “a summer swallow (checkered life)”
63. “a summer swallow (flies)”
64. “summer mountain country”
65. “on forsythia”
66. “toward my heart”
67. “on a snow-spotted ridge ”
68. “only a (pit viper’s hibernation)”
69. “‘the center of Japan’”
70. “shall I quit drinking sake?”
71. “glittering morning sun”
72. “in long-lived”
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73. “copious songs”
74. “Oki Isles – just now”
75. “how youthful my master’s grandson”
76. “a pine tree withers”

haiku

notes

68
69
69
70

137
137
138
138

Section 4. A Poet of Ikimonofūei, 1994 – 2012
77. “sleeping well”
78. “ancient plum tree”
79. “a baby cries and cries”
80. “birds migrate”
81. “a green frog”
82. “on a wolf ”
83. “linden leaves begin to yellow”
84. “the capital”
85. “running through forsythia”
86. “solace into sleep”
87. “hey, crane! (on a rock)”
88. “hey, crane! (a baby)”
89. “hey, crane! (more than a man)”
90. “in a turbid stream”
91. “my long-lived mother”
92. “danger is autumn heaven”
93. “a crescent moon rises”
94. “speaking of life”
95. “attachment (moon’s eunuchs)”
96. “on a sand spit”
97. “up to now a manatee”
98. “an autumn crab”
99. “after the tsunami disaster”
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73
73
74
74
75
75
76
76
77
77
78
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
84
85
85
86
86

139
139
140
140
140
140
141
142
142
143
143
143
143
143
144
145
145
145
145
146
146
146
146

100. “radiation, chased away”
101. “irradiated cows”
102. “cesium”
103. “on the sea moonlight”
104. “on the sea moonlight earthquake”
105. “towards recovery”
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haiku

notes

87
87
88
88
89
89

147
147
147
148
149
149
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Alphabetical Index

“a baby cries and cries”
“a blue shark flips over”
“a crescent moon rises”
“a curse: upon”
“a godless pilgrim”
“a green frog”
“a man wanders”
“a nap in the morning”
“a pine tree withers”
“a stone falls into the sea”
“a summer swallow (checkered life)”
“a summer swallow (flies)”
“a wild boar”
“after drunkenness”
“after stabbing a man”
“after the tsunami disaster”
“against a man”
“an autumn crab”
“ancient plum tree ”
“and when embraced ”
“as if drops”
“as legs of a qilin”
“attachment (moon’s eunuchs)”
“away a horse”
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haiku

notes

74
49
83
43
25
75
58
60
70
35
63
63
54
36
45
86
59
86
73
57
42
57
84
32

140
120
145
116
96
140
128
130
138
111
132
132
124
111
117
146
129
146
139
127
116
125
145
109

haiku

notes

“birds migrate”
“black and smooth”
“blue-bear”
“bones-of-salmon (Ainu mother)”
“bones-of-salmon (crows)”
“bones-of-salmon (rain)”
“bones-of-salmon (three Ainu)”
“breathing (is)”

74
32
33
31
30
31
30
53

140
109
109
108
102
108
108
124

“cesium”
“copious songs”

88
68

147
137

“danger is autumn heaven”
“darkness (on Kanto Plain)”
“deer-shaped driftwood”
“departure in winter”

82
29
26
35

145
102
97
110

“endless shakes”
“evening of the day”

46
41

117
115

“fir trees growing in mist”
“first meeting the full moon ”
“fish smell soaks into the wall”
“flowing is flowers all”
“fog to swans”
“freezing flesh: Tohoku”

28
50
60
62
41
27

98
120
130
131
115
97

“getting (the blank space)”
“glittering morning sun”

46
67

118
136
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haiku

notes

“heaped cicadas”
“hey, crane! (on a rock)”
“hey, crane! (a baby)”
“hey, crane! (more than a man)”
“how youthful my master’s grandson”
“huge-headed black ants”

37
78
78
79
69
44

111
143
143
143
138
116

“in (the east)”
“in a turbid stream”
“in long-lived”
“irradiated cows”

61
80
68
87

131
143
136
147

“journeying (to Lu Xun’s grave)”

51

123

“like a beast’s warmth”
“linden leaves begin to yellow”

52
76

123
141

“misty dream bed”
“my long-lived mother”
“my sister some day”

49
81
36

120
144
111

“ocean (currents)”
“Oki Isles – just now”
“on a mountain lake”
“on a sand spit”
“on a snow-spotted ridge ”
“on a wolf ”
“on forsythia”
“one dog two cats”
“only a (pit viper’s hibernation)”

26
69
42
85
65
75
64
27
66

97
137
116
146
134
140
134
98
134
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haiku

notes

“on the Great Wall”
“on the sea moonlight”
“on the sea moonlight earthquake”

52
88
89

123
148
149

“pacific ocean”
“pomegranate flower”

43
51

116
122

“radiation, chased away”
“running through forsythia”

87
77

147
142

“sea currents remains of the day”
“secret Ainu stories”
“shall I quit drinking sake?”
“sleeping well”
“snowy sea floor”
“solace into sleep”
“speaking of life”
“stars don’t fall”
“summer arrives”
“summer mountain country”

44
33
67
73
34
77
84
47
50
64

116
109
136
139
110
143
145
118
122
132

“that morning horse”
“the capital”
“‘the center of Japan”
“the puddle”
“the sea tide stays”
“to remain is to drift, as if ”
“toward my heart”
“towards recovery”

61
76
66
29
34
62
65
89

131
142
135
100
110
131
134
149

238

haiku

notes

“ume bloom”
“uncountable locust wings”
“up to now a manatee”

48
58
85

118
128
146

“valley, carp”
“village of fog”

28
25

98
93

“wandering (a winter castle)”
“within mist”

47
59

118
129
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Translator Biographies
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Richard Gilbert, Ph.D., is an Associate
Professor of British and American Literature, at Kumamoto University. He is the
founder and director of the Kon Nichi
Translation Group. Previous Kon Nichi
activities include the publication of a
bilingual edition of Presents of Mind, by Jim
Kacian (Red Moon Press, 2006), awarded
the Haiku Society of America's Mildred
Kanterman Award for International
Collaboration (2007), and translated Japanese haiku, biographies and criticism
(including subtitled video-interviews) at
the Gendai Haiku website (“gendaihaiku.
com”). In 2008, his Poems of Consciousness:
Contemporary Japanese & English-language
Haiku in Cross-cultural Perspective (Red
Moon Press, 306 pp.) was awarded the
Mildred Kanterman Special Award for
Haiku Criticism and Poetry (2009). He
was a consulting co-translator of Gasenshū:
The Systematic Compilation of Kōans in Zen
Buddhism (Ningen Zen Kyōdan, 2006,
192 pp.). He is a judge of the Kusamakura
International Haiku Competition, Kumamoto, Japan (2003–present), and an associate member of The Haiku Foundation
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(“thehaikufoundation.org”). His haiku
have appeared most recently in Haiku 21:
An anthology of contemporary English-language
haiku (Gurga & Metz, eds., Modern Haiku
Press, 2011, 205 pp.) and Roadrunner Haiku
Journal (“roadrunnerjournal.net”). Recent
academic publications include, “Plausible
Deniability: Nature as Hypothesis in
English‑language Haiku,” in Stylistic Studies
of Literature (Hori, Tabata, Kumamoto,
eds., Peter Lang, 2009). Published articles
and interviews can be found at (“research.
gendaihaiku.com/research”).
Masahiro Hori, Ph.D., is a Professor
of English Linguistics and Stylistics at
Kumamoto Gakuen University, Japan. His
Investigating Dickens’ Style: A Collocational
Analysis (Palgrave, UK, 2004, 251 pp.)
was awarded the Corpus Linguistics
Association Prize (Japan) for 2005. In
2002, he became a founding member of the
Kon Nichi Haiku Translation Group. His
recent books and articles are as follows:
Introduction to Collocation Studies in English
(in Japanese) (Kenkyusha, 2009, 240 pp.),
Stylistic Studies of Literature: In Honour of
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Professor Hiroyuki Ito (co-ed., Peter Lang,
2009, 257 pp.), Chronological Approaches
to Collocation: New Perspectives in Studies
of English and Japanese (in Japanese) (coauthored, Hitsuji Shobo, 2009, 224 pp.),
Handbook of English Grammar for Writing (in
Japanese) (co-authored, Kenkyusha, 2008,
317 pp.), “Can Zen Koans be Translated?:
The World of Zen Seen through Linguistic
Analysis” (in Japanese) (2005), and “Can
Japanese Culture be Translated?: The Case
of Musashi Miyamoto’s The Book of Five
Rings” (in Japanese) (2008). He has also coauthored the series, My Word (Shamrock
in the Sky Books, USA, 1995, 1996, 1998,
95 pp.) with Gerald Sullivan, and cotranslated into Japanese Tobias Smollett’s,
The Adventure of Roderick Random (Aratake,
1999, 501 pp.).
Itō Yūki, Ph.D., received his Ph.D. in
Literature from Kumamoto University, in
2011, for his dissertation, “The Double War:
Yeats’s Philosophy and Sense of National
Identity in Evolution, from John Sherman
through ‘Meditations in Time of Civil War.’”
In 2002, he became a founding member of
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the Kon Nichi Haiku Translation Group. At
age 16 he began writing haiku, contributing
to the magazine, TILL. One of judges of its
“Haiku Corner,” noted poet Morisu Ran,
invited him to join the Saien (Dithyrambs)
haiku circle. In 2001, he joined the Modern
Haiku Association (gendaihaiku kyōkai).
That same year, he joined HIHI (Silent
Snowfall), the haiku circle led by noted poet
Hoshinaga Fumio. Publications include,
“Women & Postwar Gendai Haiku: From
Invisibility to Leadership” (co-authored,
Simply Haiku Journal 7:4, 2009); W. B.
Yeats’s Psychological Attitudes toward the
Easter Rising: ‘Easter, 1916’” (International
Journal of Social and Cultural Studies, Vol. 1,
Kumamoto University, 2008); New Rising
Haiku: The Evolution of Modern Japanese
Haiku and the Haiku Persecution Incident (Red
Moon Press, 2007), and “Anglo-Irish Values
and Noble Tragedy in Yeats's Philosophy: A
Vision of Cultural Renewal,” Yeats Studies,
38 (Yeats Society of Japan, 2007). Itō is
currently an Adjunct Lecturer in English,
at Kumamoto Gakuen University.
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David Ostman, MA, graduated from the
Faculty of Information Studies, Kumamoto
University, in March 2008, after obtaining
his BA in East Asian History, University
of Alberta. His MA thesis (in Japanese),
Japanese Editorial Representation of the
Japanese/Korean Relationship, utilizes corpuscollocation software to compare the
different ways in which the Japanese
media frames the historically troubled
relationship between the two countries.
This thesis was published (with the
same title) in Language Issues Journal, 16:1
(Prefectural University of Kumamoto,
2010). In 2009, he became a member of
the Kon Nichi Haiku Translation Group.  
David is an Adjunct Lecturer in English at
The Prefectural University of Kumamoto,
and founder and CEO of Advantage English,
an English-language school for Japanese
professionals.
Koun Franz, MFA, completed his graduate studies in Creative Writing (Fiction)
at Eastern Washington University. He is
a Soto Zen priest. He was the Resident
Priest of the Anchorage Zen Community
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(2006–2010), and a full-time Lecturer,
teaching Buddhist Studies and Japanese
Language at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage (2006–2010), and was also
Adjunct Lecturer at Alaska Pacific
University (2008–2010). In 2009, he
became a member of the Kon Nichi Haiku
Translation Group. Some of Koun’s Zen
lectures in English can be found at (“alaskazen.org/resources/dharma-talks”). He was
a consulting co-translator of Gasenshū:
The Systematic Compilation of Kōans in Zen
Buddhism (Ningen Zen Kyōdan, 2006,
192 pp.). He is a Special Lecturer to the
Shōgoji (Temple) International Open Ango
(an intensive monastic training period),
Kikuchi, Kumamoto (2005–present), serves
as a priest at various temples in Japan, and
lectures on Buddhism (in Japanese) at
temples throughout Japan. He is currently
engaged in a variety of Buddhism-related
interpretation and translation activities,
and since 2010 regularly translates articles
for the Soto Zen Journal “Dharma Eye”
Newsletter.
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Tracy Franz, MFA (Creative Writing),
is a Lecturer in the Sojo International
Learning Center (SILC) at Sojo University
in Kumamoto, Japan, where she is currently
engaged with developing and implementing
a new EFL writing center. Her poetry and
fiction have appeared in various literary
journals, including Oregon East, Voices West,
and Jeopardy; her academic work has most
recently appeared in The Language Teacher.
She has previously taught ESL/EFL and
creative writing at the University of Alaska
and Shokei University (Kumamoto, Japan),
and as a Graduate Instructor at Eastern
and Western Washington Universities.
Her current project, the memoir, Waiting
for Zen, is an account of her experience
of “practice” in Japan — as a student of
Japanese language, pottery, karate, Zen,
and daily life — while her husband (a Zen
Buddhist monk in the Soto tradition) lived
for a year in monasteries in Shikoku and
Kumamoto, Japan. In 2011, she became
a member of the Kon Nichi Haiku
Translation Group.
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Kanamitsu Takeyoshi, haikaishi, was
born in Kumamoto, Japan, and graduated
from Ryukyu University with a BA in
Japanese Literature. In 2002, he became a
founding member of the Kon Nichi Haiku
Translation Group. Living in Tokyo, from
1992, he began composing and publishing
haiku in English, first under the instruction
of Catherine Urquhat. “Takke” has read
widely in Japanese haiku culture, literature
and history. His haibun, The Hot Season of
Thailand and Cambodia, was published by
The Meguro Fellowship (1998); his haiku
blog (in Japanese), “eigo haiku” (“ameblo.jp/
takke-rollingstone”) began in 2008. In 2009,
the English version, “Broken English Haiku”
(“shinjukurollingstone.blogspot.com”)
began, under his haigō (haiku penname)
Shinjuku Rollingstone. As of 2011, he is
developing a “haiku database” research
project at (“2st.jp/takke”).
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